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Mounted Police Take Charge His Nomination Will Go in Martial Law is Proclaimed in Charged With Larceny in Total Resources in United Although it Was Demolished
No One Was Fatally
States Reach Stupendous
Honduras for Fear of
Connection With Looting
of Silverton Telephone
Friday and Will Be PrompRevolution.
Amount
of Company
Injured
tly Confirmed
Manager.
)
I

IMS

CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLEMENT

II HUE

HOUSE MEXICO

EXPECTED

TO

HELP. CRITICALLY ILL

AT

HIS

HOI

EXCEED

21

BILLION

DOLLARS

SECOND

OF

OUTRAGE

Time Given .for Filing of Briefs President Consults With Him on Authoritative Information That Other Officials May Be Deposed Loans Made Alone Aggregate No Clue Found to Anarchists
But Sheriff Has His
More Than One Half
as the Result of the Disin the Ruidoso Power
Enrique Creel is on Way to
Appointments in New
;

Mexico.

Proposition.

Srnrifl to the New Mexican.

The mounted police night before
last took from the Santa Fe train near
Lamy, R. S. Rankin, manager of a telephone company office at Silverton,
Colo. ..who was on his way south. This
morning Mounted Policeman W. E.
Dudley left for Silverton to deliver
Rankin to the Colorado authorities
who charge him with embezzlement.
Rankin made no resistance and waived
requisition proceedings, saying that
his downfall was due to having too
manv sweethearts and now that he
,w
was in lor u. u.c
it the better. Rankin is a practical

C, Dec. 8. Chief
Washington,
Justice William J. Mills left last evening for New York on business mat-(?rHe is much pleased with the
i
situation here and is confident that
the statehood bill will pass as drafted. The nomination of Mills for governor is to go to the Senate on Friday and no trouble is anticipated over
confirmation, which is expected to
was
be prompt. Delegate Andrews
today in conference with the President at the White House over pending
W. A.
Xew Mexic0 apI)0intments.
3mcfs of Las Cruce8
Femin,
man. He is twenty-twgatg tQ he Riverg and Harbors Con.
old
and
years
prepossessing in appear- gresS( was a,so a caller at the Wnite
'
ance.
House. E. W. Fox of Clayton, who
Arrested for Carrying Gun.
js here is confident 0f appointment
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez to a third term as agister cf the land
last evening arrested a man at Cerril- - office at Clayton,
los for carrying a gun.
j
New Bms By Andrews.
District Court.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 8. DeleIn the district court for Santa Fe gates Andrews of New Mexico, and
county, suit was filed today by Zepora Cameron of Arizona, expressed them-G- .
Renehan of Los Angeles, Calif., ver- - seives greatly pleased with the Presl-su- s
Aloys B. Renehan of Santa Fe, for dent's message and think that it as-readjustment of alimony and divis- - sures the passage at this session of
ion of community property alleged to tne enabling act. Slight amendments
be worth $80,000. while the annual in- - will be made to sections six, seven and
come of defendant is given at $12,- - twelve to conform with the President's
000. The plaintiff asserts that after message.
Chief Justice Mills,
from defendant she married R. gate Andrews, Representative Hamil-C- .
Gortner, whose present income t0n, 'Senator Borah, Secretary of the
from his law practive is only $125 a interior Ballinger were in consultation
month and his 'property worth only yesterday afternoon over the
and that defendant had ceas- - hood bilj Delegate Andrews int.ro-epaying her $150 alimony upon her duced a bill to limit the territorial
She also asks to be debtedness; to huild a home for
various articles which she abed volunteer soldiers; to eradicate
claims are her personal'property. but the grama grass caterpillar in the
remained in the custody of her former states and territories of the southwest
j
husband.
and fifteen private pension bills.
j
Time Given f?r Briefs.
Delegate Cameron has introduced a
The territorial board of water com- - desert land well bill. The owner of a
missioners, in- the - appeal ' of J. L. weii on government desert land gets a
Lawson of Alamogordo against the ac- - patent to 400 acres,
tion of Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
v g Marshai c. M. Foraker is here
Sullivan in the Ruidoso power propo- - from Ngw Mexico consulting the atfor-sitiogave thirty days to applicants ney general .There is a rumor that
for power rights to file briefs and the marsnalship iss sm up in the air.
thirty days subsequent to Lawson to
Several New Mexico and Arizona
reply. The matter will be disposed federal appointments are expected
of at the February meeting of the
u
SQon
board.
,
Taft Ha8 Bad cold.
!
' Insane Asylum Board.
Washington, Dec 8. Visitors to
The board of trustees of the terri- - the White House today found Presi-toriasylum for the insane, met at dent Taft suffering 'from a' cold which
Las Vegas yesterday and transacted he contracted Saturday or Sunday,
in 'the President's
routine business.
The chimneys
Insurance Department Makes Inquiry, room a't the new ; executive offices
drawing-'.ver- y
badly and
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobc have been
Craveo vesterdav madA teleCTanhic in-- wood fires have been depended on
tor heat. Secretary Carpenter also
quiry of the insurance commissioner
of New York as to the exact statuts has a cold.
Taft Loosens Gag.
of the Phenix Insurance Company,
-- Secretary
Decs!-'-- '
Washington,
whose president was indicted today
loosened the gag which
Dickinson
for larceny.
on the mouths of
D.
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Washington, Dec. 8. For tin' first
time in the history of American banking statements have been obtained
of
showing in detail the condition
practically every banking institution
in the United States aP a given hour.
The comptroller of the currency gets
such information periodically from
the national banks; the various state
banking commissioners get It from
state banks from tinie to time, uch
reports ccme forth at different times
and under different laws and forms.
The national monetary commission
has just completed and made public
today the tabulated results of an investigation of the condition of the
the grand jury yesterday.
Four witnesses were examined by various classes of incorporated banks
Assistant District Attorney Nott, all throughout the, country, the reports
made invariably upon a uniform
of them former business associates of being
and all at the close of business
blank
George P. Sheldon, deposed president on
28, 1909.
April
of the company.
Lawyers who are
An
enormous
and exceedingly imfollowing the case point out that the
first matter to be investigated will be portant mass of information has thus
within the reach of the
in connection with alleged specific ir- been brought
financial world and the report issued
of
use
in
the
company's
regularities
And today affords material for unlimited
funds by the former president.
it
is
if any indictment is. found,
said, study.
' The institutions reporting t6 the
it will be upon a charge of larceny.
commission include
national
6,89:1
a
with
Edwin A. Carter, connected
banks. 11,319 state banks, 1.703 muwith
lirm
this
of
city,
brokerage
and stock savings banks and
which Sheldon is said to have dealt is tual
1.497 private banks, and 1,079 loan
one of the witnesses before the grand
and trust companies.
The total rejury today. R. T. Doremus, receiv- sources of all report the stupendous
ing and note teller of a bank; Charles total of $21,100,000,000. A currency
F. Coster, secretary of the Phenix
of the resources and liabiliInsurance Cimpany of Brooklyn and analysis
show loans of $11,373,000,000; inties
Frederick K. Cutter, a bookkeeper in vestments in bonds, etc., $4,614,000,-000- .
the brokerage firm referred to, also
due from banks $2,562,000,000;
testified.
cash on hand, (including $809,000,000
Henry Evans, president of the Con- in gold coin and certificates),
tinental Insurance Company, who was
other resources, $1,094,000,-000- ;
elected chairman of the executive
surpltH
capital $1,800,000,000;
committee of the Phenix Insurance and profits, $1,835,000,000;
due o
Company of Brooklyn, today, intima-te- l banks, $2,484,000,; deposits, (includthat other officials besides Presi- ing government deposits), $14,106,000,-000- ;
other liabilities, $870,000,000.
dent Sheldon may be deposed as a
Of the deposits, $6,956,000,000
are
result of the disclosures. Mr. Evans
to
are
$4,926,000,000
Phenix
check,
subject
the
that
added, however,
are
Insurance Company of Brooklyn was savings deposits; $1,212,000,000
sound and that stockholders need have on time, and $625,000,000 consist of

E. Magoon, former governor of Cuba
is to be appointed special envoy by
the United States to meet Enrique
Creel, now on his way to Washington
from Mexico.-- ' The United States will
see to it that Nicaragua carries out
the rules and regulations which may
be decided upon by special envoys
Trouble Extends to Honduras.
Porto Cortez, Honduras, Dec. 8.
Martial law was proclaimed in Honduras yesterday. The proclamation
cf martial law in Honduras probably
is the result of the suspicion
that
General Bonilla will take advantage
of the situation in Nicaragua to invade Honduras and regain the presidency from which he was deposed in
l'Jo" by President Davila with aid of
President Zelaya of Nicaragua.
War Movement in Nicagagua.
Dec. 8.

Passengers

arriv-

ing from Nicarasua state that the people of that republic are being kept in
ignorance of what is happening in that
So strict is the censorship
country.
maintained by President Zelaya that
residents of the western part of Nicaragua have not learned of the breaking off of diplomatic relations with the'
United States. General Toledo is besieged at Greytown, which is surrounded on land and sea by insurgents.
General Vasquez, commander of tho
government forces at the last battle
near Rama has been court martialed
because defeated. This battle is said
to have been a desperate one. A government column which entered the
and fifty
fight with one hundred
troops, left all but for men on the
field.
One of the arrivals here, who
is not a native Nicaraguan, states that
the government officials of Nicaragua
publicly asserts that Mexico will support Nicaragua in any controversy
with the United States.
Paris, Dec. 8. France will not send
a war ship to Nicaragua. This was
decided today following the receipt of
from the French charge
advices
d'affaires in Central America. He reported that there is no basis for the
report of the mistreatment of French
citizens in Nicaragua. ,

iiriirw

titnti

$1,432,-000.00-

no fear.
Mr. Sheldon is still in a critical condition at his home in Greenwich,
Conn.
It is learned that the indictment
charged specifically the misappropriation of $15,000 in one particular in

stance.
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Reported to Have Sued Former Benefactor for $250,-00- 0
Damages
RESIGNS

IN

SAN

FRANCISCO

Stricken Off City Pay Roll as
Assistant District
Attorney.
of the
New York, Dec.
absence of James M. Beck from the
city, it was impossible today to veri- fy the report that he is representing
Francis J. Heney who has begun a
suit here against William H. Crocker
lor
iu,uuu uauittSBH. over lue signature of Mr Crocker the New York
evening naners nublished last Friday
a letter referring to Mr. Heney's con- nection with the graft prosecutions in
San Francisco. The courts have no
record of the case thus far. ,
Resigned City Job.
San Francisco, Dec. 8. Francis J.
Heney resigned as assistant district
attorney. He was appointed by Will- lam H. Langdon, a special prosecutor
in the cases growing out of the so- called bribery-graf- t
investigation and
at the recent election was defeated,
for the office of district attorney.
ecause

NINETEEN

-

.

G)Rj STUDENT WAS
PAINTED CRIMSON

All are supposed to have been
-

COLOR.

-

.

.

St rut ht rs, Ohio,

WESTERN UNION
DECLARES DIVIDEND.
f
New York, Dec. 8. A large part of
the Gould interests in the Western
Union Telegraph Company were re-tired today at a meeting of the board
of directors and they and others
ated with the Goulds were succeeded
by men representing the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
and the Harriman and Moore
ests. The usual quarterly dividend
of three quarters per cent was
affili-fourtee- n

inter-continu-

clared.

rr- -

Dec.

A

S.

large

house occupied by tin workers who
were brought, here to break the strike
at the plant of the Amalgamated
Sheet and Tin Plate Company was
dynamited early today. A number of
persons were severely injured.
s
The house was occupied by the
of Harry Birney and Iuis
Smith. .The house was practically
fam-iilie-

demolished. No one was fatally injured. No clpe was found to dynamiters
but the sheriff is of the opinion that
The the dynamiting was done by tho
same persons who three months ago
attempted to wrck the residence of
C. I. Gibson, superintendent of the

plant.
Serious Trouble Ahead.
,
8.
of
The
strike
Dec.
Pittsburg.
the Amalgamated Association of Iron,
Steel and Tin Workers against the
American Sheet and Tin Plate Company, a subsidiary corporation of the
United States Steel Corporation which
has been in progress the last five
months in Ohio, West Virginia and
serious
Pennsylvania is assuming
proportion. IJesides dynamiting a

house

in

Struthers,

striker

Ohio,--

was shot at by a soldier at Bridgemen were severeport and
ly beaten at New Castle, Perm. The
authorities at Martins Ferry and
Wheeling are preparing for trouble.
The strike followed an "open shop"
order of the company. A conference
of national labor leaders will be held
here on Monday, when the attitude
of the United States Steel Corporation towards organized labor will receive thorough consideration.
non-unio- n

GOOD

GOVERNMENT
FORCES WIN.

8. Returns
Dec.
Los Angeles,
from a hundred and eighty-twprecincts out of two hundred and seven,
give George Alexander, incumbent, a
lead of seven hundred and thirty-sevevotes over George A. Smith for the
mayoralty. The missing precincts
probably will increase Alexander's
majority. The returns indicate the
demand certificates.
election of the entire good governFollowing the special reports from ment ticket with the
possible excepa
the banks,
supplementary inquiry
in the city council.
was made covering 18,245 institutions, tion of one place
relating to the character of deposits, SENATOR DIETRICH OF
depositors, interest paid, etc. Total
NEBRASKA IS DYING.
deposits in these banks on or about
8. Physicians attendDec.
Omaha,
June 30, were $13,595,000,000, credited to over twenty-fiv- e
million deposi- ing former United States Senator
tors cr deposit accounts, ranging from Charies H. Dietrich reported late last
was very low
$1 upward.
Nearly 15,000,000 depos- night that their patient
was
life
his
that
and
despaired of.
itors had saving or time accounts, and
over 8,CO0,000 of these were depositors Senator Deitrich was placed in a local
in savings banks.
hospital several days ago sufferingr
The average rate of interest paid with an affection of the heart.
on savings accounts is 3.55 per cent
and on other interest bearing accounts, 3.10 per cent. Over 40 per
cent of the banks pay no interest on
ordinary deposits; more than 5,000
banks pay interest on deposits of
$25 or less and about 1,200 sums ranging from $25 up to $500.
The report shows many geographical comparisons.
The total bank re- Revived
by Arrival at Copen-- o
sources for the entire country averhagen of Observations
age $237.24 per capita. The state of
New York leads with $676.07 per capData
ita; Massachusetts comes second with
o

n

we

Nevada third, $512.72; California, fourth, $486.70; Rhode Island CONTAINED
$517.25;

fifth, $457.12.
inNew York leads in amounts
vested in banking capital with over
$263,000,000; Pennsylvania comes second with $229,000,000; Illinois, third,
with $122,000,000; Ohio, fourth,

:",

Banks other than national have 55.
per cent of the aggregate resources of
all reporting; over 65 per cent of individual deposits and over 56 per cent
of the aggregate loans. Of the surplus and profits, 55 per cent is credited to this class of banks wjiile they
ziave only about 48 per cent of the
capital and 36 per cent of the cash

JMRON

BOX

Closely Guarded by Detectives
and Deposited in Strong
Room.

$101,-000,00-

Charleston, W. Va., Dec. 8. Miss
Mattie Taylor, student in the state
normal school at Fairmont, w. va:,
was. indiscreet enough to "root" for
the wrons football team recently. The
result was that she was taken in hand
by the other girl students, given an
ice bath and also given a beautiful
coat of red paint. The state board of
regents are investigating tne hazing
and state that vigorous action will be
taken.

'

Hamburg, Dec. 8. Nineteen lives
are known to have been lost, while
other workmen are missing
as the result of an explosion and the
burning of .a big gas tank here yes- terday. The search for the bodies
today, but none were discov- ered.

ELECTED PRESIDENT
OF RED CROSS.
Washington, Dec. 8. President Taft
was reelected president of the Ameri
can Red Cross late yesterday and
presided for a time over the fiftieth
annual meeting of the association.
The President made a brief address
in which he expressed the hope that
someone might present the Red Cross
with an endowment fund of $3,000,000
to place its beneficial work on a more
permanent basis. Mr. Taft also pre-sented in his name a gold medal voted by the association to Lloyd
C. Griscom, former American ambas-- ,
sador to Italy for his work in the re-- '
cent Messina earthquake, and silver
medals to Miss Katherine B. Davis
and Samuel L. Parrish, who assisted
in the Italian relief work.
Among the other officers reelected
(n a.witinn in President. Taft. were
Robert w de Forest yice president;
and
Beekman Winthrop, treasurer,
M Ho
R
edit0r of .The Red
Crogg society '
TAFT

LIVES LOST
EXPLOSION.

IN HAMBURG

Suspicions.

New York, Dec. 8. George P.
Sheldon, the deposed president of the
Phenix Insurance Company of Brooklyn, who is critically ill at his home
at Greenwich, Conn., was indicted by
the grand jury today for larceny in
connection with the alleged looting of
a million, or more dollars from the
fire insurance company's treasury.
Others Involved.
Acting upon the recommendations
of H. O. Hotchkiss, 6tate superintendent of insurance, whose preliminary
report disclosed such alleged extraordinary irregularities in the management of the Phenix Insurance Com-panof Brooklyn, the district attorney's office began investigation before

.

Message Pleased' Both' Parties.
Washington, Dec. 8. Having assembled and received the President's
message, Congress yesterday found
itself literally "out of work" and In
consequence both Houses adjourned
over until Friday when if some of the
:
'
various committee fail to provide
V
'
to do, adjournment will be
something
Kansas City, Omaha and Gas
'Until Monday next.
'
"taken
r
'
r
Belt in Urasp or Icy
The formality of reading the mes- sage aloud consumed about an hour
Boreas.
and a' half in each House. When the
conclusion was reached the House im-adjourned, but the Senate
MUCH
SUFFERING
RESULTS mediately
went into executive session! Little
fault was found with the message
among the Republicans who seemed
Temperature Ranges From Zero to agree that it was as satisfactory a
in Missouri to Twenty Below
document as the President could prepare and remain consistent with the
in Wyoming.
nartv's campaign pledges. The Den
'
the President's effort
, ocrats approved
Omaha, Dec. 8. The cold wave in:t0 econ0mize but deprecated his sug-thl- s
;
section has lost none of itsig- .Ho that the Monroe doctrine had
or. It was four below zero early this
become obsolete.'
j)ractically
morning, the low record for the win-..Tne message l3 written in the
ter. At Sioux City seven below was president's customary terse, vigorous
, commented
At Norfolk, Nebraska,' it
reported.
Representative
was twelve below, at Deadwood, style..
leader in the House,
majority
Paynei
South Dakota, seventeen below,' and wnile
Representative Clark, the min- at Lander, Wyoming, twenty below.
crity leaderi thought about all that
Towns in Gas Belt Are Suffering.
could be Baid about the message was
Kansas City, Dec. 8. This portion
tbat it was comparatively brief "as
of the southwest experienced
still disCussion of almost all important
colder weather today. The tempera- - matters is
relegated to special mes- tures ranged from zero at Kansas
sages
City to six below at Concordia, Kan- In both Houses the message was
sas. Cities and towns in Oklahoma, SUDject to most careful scrutiny.
Kansas and western Missouri,
that Following the custom the message
depend on natural gas for heat are wag referred to the committee of the
Buffering because of the extremely wnole to he prepared for "vivi sec-lopressure in the pipe lines,
tion" by the various committees
School Houses and Factories Close. whose t,u9iness it is to deal with the
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. 8. As a resutt
subjPct discussed by the President In
of the inadequate supply of natural his
niessage.
gas from Kansas fields all school
The 'senate adjourned at 2:30
houses here in which gas is used for out of
reSpect to the memory of Rep- heatfng, closed today. A number of
factories was also closed.
(Continued on paee Eight.

r

New Orleans, Dec. S. A special, to
the Picayune from Mexico City says
that "authoritative information has
been obtained here that Mexico will
exert its gcod offices looking toward
an amicable settlement of the Central American embroglio. Charles

Panama,

of That Sum.

closures.

Washington.

Copenhagen, Dec. 8. The North
Polar observations of Dr. Frederick
A. Cook reached here today on board
the steamer United States. Extraordinary precautions were taken to make
sure that the long heralded data were
delivered safely, to the University of
Copenhagen.

The iron bcx

contain-

holdings.

ing the records were brought ashore
as soon as the steamer arrived at the

The number of banks has more
than doubled since 1900 and the commissions report includes 1,145 more
than reported to the comptroller of
the currency in 1908. Resources show
an increase of about 8 per cent over
1908 and 95 per cent over, 1900; loans
have increased 100 per cent in nine
years while investments nave increased 92 per cent. Capital stock
has increased by more than 75 per
cent since 1900; individual accounts
by 93 per cent and total deposits by
94 per cent. During1 the current year
loans have increased nearly 9 per
cent, Investment in bonds, etc., about
3
per cent and deposits over 9
per cent.

pier. It was closely followed by Walter Lonsdale, Dr. Cook's secretary,
who bundled it into an automobile
and in company with two detectives
drcve hastily to the University where
the box was deposited In a strong
room. The examination
probably
will be made at the University and
none but the chosen commission will
be permitted to be present. The coming of Dr. Cook's papers Is accompanied by signs of a revival of the
Ccok-Pear- y
The Politi-ke- n
controversy.
asserts that this morning supporters of Commander Peary are trying to enlist the services of Greenland explorers in organizing an antl-Coo- k
press campaign.
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THE

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Perfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

UP.

TWILIGHT.

Saltine

(Josephine Foster)
The seagrey sky and the seagrey hills
The valley adrift in mist,

Sartoga
Vanilla

The old grave-grounAVith many a mound
That anguished lips have kissed;
The green, green trees like emerald
d

Bloom-decke-

WAFERS

WAFERS

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WEDNESDAY,

ECZEMA FROM
HEAD

10

Established 1856.

d

DECEMBER

8,

1909.

Incorporated 1903

FOOT

SELIffll

For Six Months his Suffering was
One Mass of IrriBeyond Words
tation and Itching was Dreadful
Slept Only from Sheer Exhaustion
After
Almost Out of His Mind

tents
Pitched on the mountainside,
The cottaged vale
24 Hours' Use of
Weath the winding trail.
Like an Infant and
and blossom-eyed- .
The soft wind bearing the mist in its
arms
Cemes nigh and whispers to me
CURED IN ONE
is
That, the tale of this twilight-hou- r
BY CUTICURA
told,
Now list till
sing it to thee,
Raton Range.
"I am seventy-seve-

Phillapena

WAFERS

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

ROUND

DAILY

VIRGINIA

5ETW

con.

BROS.

DON'T DELAY

Cuticura Slept
Then was

Bf gin your Christmas Shopping Now. We
MONTH

have a large and varied assortment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.

REMEDIES

T

years old and
one day, some years ago, I fell from
n

a
bruising
A Costly Jac
Cion Cutierrez was
my heel. In a few days
walk.
I
not
could
given eisht (lays on the chain gang at
I
called in a doctor and
Las Veas for having a jag.
inside of a week erysipAppointed Janitor Cruz Segura has
elas set in. The doctor
been appointed janitor of the San
had not cured me of
that when I was taken
Miguel county court house at Las
with eczema from head
Vegas.
to foot. 1 was sick for
Sold Sixty-Thre- e
Quail According
six months and what I
suffered tongue could
to the Las Vegas Optic, a stranger (lis
not tell. I could not
quail in Las Vegas sleep day or night because of that dreadposed of sixty-thre- e
ful itching; when I did sleep it was from
yesterday.
Indian Teacher Mis-- J sheer exhaustion. I was one mass of
Appointed
irritation; it was even in my scalp. The
Lillian Sutherland of Cleveland, Ohio, doctor's
medicine seemed to make me
has been appointed a teacher in the worse and I was almost out of my mind.
1 read of Cuticura and sent my wife to
Indian day school at Pueblo de Taos
tne druggist, who was a member of my
One Above Zero at Las ve9as
lodge of Odd Fellows, for a set of the
The minimum temperature at
Cuticura hoap, Cuticura Ointment and
I used them perVegas yesterday was one degree above Cuticura Kesolvent.
for twenty-fou- r
hours. That
sistently
comer
man
or
ai night I slept like an infant,
zero,
considerably
the first
Santa Fe.
solid night's sleep I had had for six
Fidel months. I was not afraid to use plenty
Fidel Gonzales Acquitted
of Cuticura Ointment and Cuticura Soap
Conzales was acquitted at Albuquer-- I with
hot water and in a week's time I
!
of
of
the charge
was able to put on my clothes again.
permit-que yesterday
a month I was cured. From that
ting women to loiter in his saloon at In
to this I cannot praise the Cuticura
day
Barelas.
Remedies too highly. I may add that
Election The people of 1 have a very heavy head of hair which
Acequia
the Acequia Madre at. Las Vegas yes-- ! I owe to Cuticura. W. Harrison Smith,
TJomero. Po. R.F.D. 2, Mt. Kiseo, N. Y., Feb. 3, '08."
terrlnv pIppIp,!
A single set of the Cuticura Remedies
cilio Rosenwald and Juan F. Kava- - is often
sufficient for the treatment of
naugh ditch commissioners.
the most torturing, disfiguring, itching,
burning and scaly humors, eczemas,
Sent to Penitentiary Vicente Carand irritations, with loss of hair,
ter pleaded guilty to stealing a mare, rashes
from infancy to age, when all other remcourt
at Albuquerque yes- edies fail. Guaranteed absolutely pure
in district
and may be used from the hour of birth.
terday, and was sentenced to the penCuticura Snap (SSc), Ointment (50c). Resolvent
to
two
one
(.10c). and Chocolate Crated Pills (25c), are sold
years.
itentiary for
the world.
Putter Drue Chem. Coip.,
Death of Heatthseeker at Las Vegas throughout
Sole Props.. 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
Mailed tree. Cuticura Bonk on Skin Disc.
mr
37
Miss Helen Donnelly, aged
years,
died yesterday at Las Vegas after nine
years' struggle with ill health. She
came to Xew Mexico nine years ago
mi
from Kansas City.
Died Suddenly
B. K. Lankford,
tuiu Celine to si uuqufi ijut; biA nnjuuia
X
Colo., Dec. 8.
Denver,
ago from Adrian, Mo., for his health,
Weather forecast for New X
died suddenly yesterday.- He is sur-- ;
vived bv his wife who came to Albu- - S Mexico: Generally fair tonight.
and Thursday with slowly X
querque as a bride.
X
Lou Giese Gives Bail Lou Giese, X rising temperature.
who has been in the county jail at
Las Vegas on the charge of emhez- Death of Old Timer Marcial Tru- zling the funds of the eastside firejjnio, an old time resident of Las Ve
department, has been released on a gas, died at Cimarron, Colfax county,
$:!00 bond pending the action of the at the
age of 78 years. He was a bachgrand jury.
elor.
Will Move to Taos Rev. John A.
Get in Copy for Special Editions
Cutler cf Raton, prominent in Masonof the New
ic circles, will move to Taos with his Parts of the special edition
Mexican which will be on sale January
family, having accepted the position 3
are ready for the press and those
of bookkeeper with a Taos-- firm and
in this edition are requestadvertising
also the pastorate of the Baptist
ed to have their matter in the office
church at Taos.
Died at Miners' Hospital
Thomas cf the New Mexican before December
Lester, for the past few years a resi- 15. A good deal of time will be remade from
dent of New Mexico, died at the Min- - quired to get .half-tone- s
ers' Hospital at Raton of gangrene. the pictures furnished and as it is deAmong his daughters are Mrs. Frank sired to make the edition first clas3
in every way and print many thouJell's of Raton, and Mrs. Katie
sands of copies for circulation in this
of Las Vegas.
Elected Chief of Las Venas Fire country and abroad the earlier the
DepartmentThe East Side Fire De- copy is turned in the easier will be the
task of those who have the edition Id
partment of Las Vesas has
Charles O'Malley chief.. Fred Phillips hand.
L. E.
was elected assistant chief;
Fair and Warmer That is the preCrites, first captain; R. W. Smith, sec- - diction for tomorrow by the weather
ond captain; J. R. Lowe, secretary and bureau. Yesterday the maximum
treasurer; C. W. Barnes, collector.
was 30 degrees and the minPassenger Throws a Fit I. M. Da- imum last night was 16 degrees. The
vis, a recruit of the U. S. marine corps, relative humidity last evening at six
was found yesterday near Las Vegas, o'clock was still 87 per cent, but the
hanging half way out of the window predicted snow did not fall, although
of his berth on a tourist sleeper of at six o'clock last evening there still
train No. 8 of the Santa Fe. Davis was remained 1.2 inches of snow on the
rescued from his perlious position and ground from the fall of the past few
said that he wasn't drunk, that he days.
was merely throwing an epileptic fit.
A Credit to Santa Fe It will pay
Strange though that Uncle Sam should the readers of the New Mexican to
accept epileptics for his naval service. carefully read the advertisement of
Nathan Salmon of the Big Store. A
How's This?
larger line of stock is being carried
We offer one hundred dollars re- than
ever before and the store is in
ward for any case of Catarrh that
a
way modern and
every
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
credit to Santa Fe. All goods
great
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, are
being sold at prices that are withO.
in reach of every one and each arWe, the undersigned, have known ticle is guaranteed to give satisfacF. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and tion. Now
is the time to inspect the
believe him perfectly honorable in all stock and select suitable
presents for
business transactions, and financially the holidays. A visit to the store is
to
able
carry out any obligations well worth the time and may mean
made by his firm.
the savings of a good many dollars
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
to you..
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern(Continued on Paire Eleht.l
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
all
Sold
bottle.
druggists.
by
per
PAZO OINTMBNT Is guaranteed to cure
Blind Bleeding or ProTake Hall's Family Pills for
any case of Itching,
Piles In 6 to 14 days or money re
truding
funded. 50c.
step-iaacle-

Grocery Co.

linter
y

foutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
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No. 40

Telephone

I

CALL

SEE IFOR YOURSELF

Ap

i

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i

B

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

j

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER '& FURRIER
Every Description of work in our line done to order

SANTA FE. N. M.

oal

WHOLESALE
Al D IRETAIL

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

2F.l.P7tS.
85

TRY

OUR

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

Emi Alfa leal
FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain.'. Potatoes

Flour, Hay,

Salt and

diamonds Ha

Qm

YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

'T

Right Servioe

i

.

,WtLKT

Eyes lMM and
F,tted by "p-'0- "
Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

I

I

!

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Z00K HAS

IN THE

CITY.

H

1

OUR GUARANTEE

S

We guarantee a saving of
d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with ,the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform hept
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove
operated according to directions', and
connected up with a goo1 flue.
1.

mwnn
mm riTv
out Tnmro

lunuoj

Phone .

jgsJ

No 14

one-thir-

Cnl

Cs

IsS tail

HARDWARE CO.

S

Phone
No 14

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

"BVW

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldestfand Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

fifilirSPS

&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Depaitmtnts
Send for Prospectus':

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

e,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

!?!!!!
Right

HOUSE

P. O. BOX 219

tem-pevatu- re

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

j

General
Merchandise

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

PHONE 36

HALF CENTURY

A

j

Hiffhest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK F GORMLEY

FOR

-

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Phone Black

To please our customers anu you can find
something for every member of the family
if ycu will visit our store.

i

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

436 Canon Road
19

IS- -

Flni-eni-

Goods.

s. Spitz

OUR AIM

SANTA FE. N.

!
1

j

i

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN
T7T TM17T

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

f

e ought

Zook's Pharmacy

to haye your Business

If finality Counts for anything.
i

argument is again in our favor.

Phone

'213.

"The Quality Drugist
am

"

Phone
213.

Personal Attention

RESIDENOR I RED
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

188

.SSKBS

TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE.

1

UE6Vfl (SWTS

r

A T C Given Careful

Wt DELIVtR FIRST

If rrices count for anything
e can interest you in either large or small quantity.

I

Our

list of customers is rapidly "growing this year

fe

will appreciate your name among them.
"

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 8, 1909.

'

bill which will be a leading issue durthis session of Congress has deing
ON WHITE
New Mexico Military Institute
LOCAL TRAINS Kidney Diseases Are Tqo Dangerous
veloped a sharp lilt in Chicago befor Santa Fe People to Neglect.
tween !ile Record-Heraland a corROSWELL., NEW MEXICO.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
respondent who siirns himself mereVet Point of the Southwirt."
Th
SLAVE TRAFFIC ly "A City Banker." in which the
Train leaves for the north at 10:1?
The great danger or kKTii"y troubles
Anuv Off cers DetaiU-- by War Department.
a in.
is that they set a firm hold before
lack of exact knowledge bv bankers
Army Injectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Train arrives from the north at 4 the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
J of the terms of the
Carter bill as now
"A."
is gradually undermined.
p. m.
Backache,
amended has been strikingly dis
of
Women
Several
States
Through Academic conrp. preparing young
Mexico
New
Central.
lameness,
headache, nervousness,
played. "No state of prosperity can
for college or for bi:ineis life, (irat
men
Tniin leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disJoin in the Crusade
lie seemed unless the banking instiof open air work. Healthlet. location
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25 ease, follow in merciless succession.
amount
tutions are on a safe basis." the bankIt
Against
the
School In t ti Union. Located
Don't
Cure
of
kidneys.
your
Railroad.
ritglcct
Fe
any
Military
Santa
er declared. And he raised a num- '
tbe jrarden
n the Beautiful Pecos V.tiVy
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect kidneys with the certain and' safe
of specific objections and opposed
her
of 3.700
of the West at an e
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
spot
the
in
bank
savings
principles.
postal
AND
O'LEARY
HIS
COW
but
nverv
sunshine
sea
west, and No. 3 from the east at La . has cured people right here in banta
feel
above
Record-Herald- ,
level,
day,
The
which with most
Fe.
Junction.
snow
session.
or
lot'
rain
luie
the
during
of
the
a
country
leading papers
Albino Ortega, College Street, San-lArrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Eleven Officers and Insiructo, all graduFe. X. M., says: "I am very grate- Dispute Over Cause of Chicago not under banking influence and some
to
connect
4:20
at
Fe
Leaves Santa
eastern colleges. TeD
enarn'Much
from stardard
a
ates
has
been
stalwart
ate.
ful for the benefit I have received
Fire Waxes Hot Among
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m from
i'".t of postal bunks for years,
furnished,
healed, lighted
sev
throughly
Pills.
For
buildings,
Doan's
Kidney
Historians- Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect eral years I had trouble from my
"Could a postal savings bank
and modern lr all respects.
be well managed in this country? It
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and back and kidneys. It was hard for
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
S from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
me to do work on account of pains
Chicago. Dec. S. Spiking of all the is true, as 'A City Banker' says, that
li, Hamlllou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
v
'
across my loins and quick movement guns aimed at the infamous First foreign governments invest the de
1
Is
Treasurer; W. M. AUInsoo Secretary, and W
aggravated my trouble. My rest was Ward ball, which puts $50,000 annu- posits largely in their own bonds,
A Ptlyao
disturbed by a too frequent desire to ally into the political coffers of "Hinky and that we do not have federal bonds
For particular and Illustrated catalogue
the kidney secretions and the pass- Dink" Kemia and "Bathhouse John" available for that purpose.
But we
'""I address.
Public
ages were scanty and painful.
Coi'ghlin. was accomplished for the have other available investments, and
W. WILLOK,
I idt7iiaal or Class Lessons statements given
COL.
by local people who matter of $1,000 rental which owners what is more, certain of our state
tuferlnttnd.nl
wi'.h
Pills
Doan's
had used
Kidney
IN GRAMMAR
of the Coliseum refused to relinquish, governments have already shown that
benefit, induced me to try them. 1
that they should not be ask- they can select such investments with
RAYMOND HAACKE found relief right away and by the pleading
Massachusetts
wisdom.
ed
"to
of the morals of their admirable
judge
was
box
time I had used one
my back
Care New Mexican
leads
in
the
this
way
respect
by profellowmen."
After the corporation
free from pain. My kidneys are now
viding standards to which the savings
NOTARYPUBLTC
in. a normal condition and I feel de- counsel and the chief of police had
banks of the state must conform.
cidedly better in every respect. I supplied ammunition for the guns of Tlhose
standards are known all over
have great faith in the curative pow- the reformers and the prevention of
the
and arc often referred to
country
ers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
the orgy seemed likely, the law and
In the
These celebrated Hot Spring are the richest alkalin Hot Springs waters
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 order element suddenly confronted when prime investments are sought.
these
of
world.
The
efficiency
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo, Charles V. Gunther, capitalist, and If the government can help the banks located in the midst of the Ancient has been thoroughly
tested by the
for
miles west
sole
New
the United Stewart Spalding, society man, the to safety, could it not equally well Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
York,
agents
&
to In the
cures
attested
miraculous
tisi the same safe standards for its
States.
miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheupresident and manager respectively of own
and
ef
fifty
Taos,
deinvestments of postal bank
Doan's
Remember the name
the big auditorium. When informed
Telephone No Ho Red
matism. Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
and about twelve miles from
and take no other.
that it was up to him to prevent the posits? Could it not manage its own Fe, Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
MRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
ball Mr. Spalding is reported to nave investments as well as it compels Grande Railroad. Irom which point a anil Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
or mutual banks to manage
ComNotice for Publication.
blandly smiled and remarked: "Iet private
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, ail Female
theirs?
Surely the answer is yes."
us
Persons
not judge our fellowmen.
bathand
&
is
waters
Homestead Entry (Serial 03888) No.
etc.
D. M.
these
Board,
of
lodging
plaints,
The temperture
The Erdman Act.
come to us and pay money in good
80S".
122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
to
90
from
The scope of the Erdman act, inBuilders and Contractors Department of the Interior,
faith for the use of our property,
Stage meets Denver
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
e
voked
is
to
us
by the railway managers and
not
M.
in
it
for
X.
and
say
Office
Fe.
U.
Land
at Santa
S.
fcr Santa Fe train
waits
entire
the
trains
and
and
delightful
PLANS & ESTIMATES
very
dry
this affair is not all right. the switchmen prior to the strike or- year round. There U now a commod-lou- c upon request. This resort is attracthat
2C, 19U9.
November
Famished oa short notice
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio We have said that we could not der of the union, was developed in
hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county, stand for such a crowd as they had Chicago when the street car employes valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
X M., who. on September
19, 1904, last year, but we can't revoke their threatened to tie up the traction lines from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 ft. m. and
made Homestead Entry (Serial OISSSS) license now. or they could sue u,s a year ago. There was no authority contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
President Gunther in the United States Commissioner 'liese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
Sec. 28. for damages."
No. 80S7, for SE. 4 SW.
Ornamental Doers.
of promptly shrinked responsibility upon of Labor or any other federal offiXVV.
E
& NV.
NE.
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
cials to do so under the act, which
Section
Township 12 X., Range 12 Mayor Busse, but then Mayor Bussc
covers common
carriers entering
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice had ducked in favor of Chief of Poof intention to make final five year lice Steward.
Protests, have been more than one state, but he offered
N M
Co
Oj ) CtlisflU.
his aid. Only one other time since
proof, to establish claim to the land made for a month to city officials
of
was
act
the
at
the
request
passed
above described, before the Register against permitting this ball, which has
or Receiver, IT. S. Land Office at Santa been a harvest time for procurers of labor organizations in June, 189S, has
it been invoked, that being when the
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of January, girls for the white slave traffic and an
event which has disgraced Chicago. big strike on the Southern Railways
1910.
looked formidable
President
and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Where is New Mexico.
was enact
Roosevelt
acted.
The
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
in protecting dorsed and
Woman's interest
the
Brother
urged by
Juan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of womanhood
the white slave hoods of
against
EngiConductors,
Railway
Lebya, New Mexico.
traffic proves to be increasing, judg- neers, Firemen and
The
Telegraphers.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ing by letters received by the Wom- act provides that upon request the
Register.
an's World Committee on Legislation chairman of the interstate commerce
are male to perfection from our
in Chicago, and now the women of commission and the United States
:
TO
Lumber) because the wood is The New Mexican can do printing Michigan are enlisted in the cause as Commissioner of Labor shall, upon
perfect in every particular and equal to that done in any of the largeof already they have been in Ohio and rennest. offer their services as media- free from every imperfection of cities. Our solicitor, every piece
several other states One such letter, torg in the cast of tnreatenert strike
wcrk we turn out. Try our stock from a woman in Ann Arbor follows:
knots, cracks and warpings once
may seek to have
come "Last March I read the article on and if unsuccessful
will certainly
and
arbit.-ated- .
the
The act reEvery foot of it is thoroughly again. We you
matter
all the facilities for white
and a few days ago I cites. "The award beins filed in the Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
slavery
seasoaed, dried and shrunk, so turning out have
class of work. In- found the booklet,
'Smashing the
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
it can be absolutely relied upon cluding one every
of the best binderies in White Slave Trade,' which aroused clerk's office of a circuit court of the
and
and
United
so
into
shall
it
buUders,
practiStates,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
the west.
bycarpentrs
all my ambition to help in this fight. cal operation, and judgment shall be
archiall seosible. wide-awa- ke
ses
extra
eiitctd thereon accordingly at the ex- Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexicc
tects hereabouts part'.cularly It is an admitted acv mat real es- Itsionsis aofcause to call forth
legislatures. It is enough piration of ten days from such filing
mention our Lumber in their tate, financial men and merchants all to resurrect
and all Foreign Countries.
Lincoln, if we have no
At the expiration of te-say that quickest and best results a. J man in this day who will become the
specifications.
REMITTANCES SENT BY
obtained by advertising in the Now emancipator of the white slave. I days from the decision of the circuit
sa'.d
to
taken
court upon exceptions
Mexican.
shall neer be satisfied if I do not. do award, as aforesaid, judgment shal'.
'
something to help; never in history be entered in accordance with such
was there a greater call for a strong decision, unless
during said ten days
systematic war of extermination on either party shall appeal therefrom
an evil close to the home. I am ready to the circuit court of
appeals."
to give all my time working in this
An Improved Alfalfa.
to
or
door,
cause, will go from door
A new grain for feeding purposes
OF
from church to church to talk and
an improved alfalfa that will
and
collect money to bulid homes for the add.
to Uncle Sam's id
AND
$200,000,000
white slaves after they shall be liber-- ,
cron values will be submitted at the
ated."
n eeting of ths American Beeders'
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
A Historical Dispute.
Association in Omaha next week, and
'
The flareup over the O'Leary cow later to the American Association for
and whether she did, as Jelieved these the Advancement of Science, in Bos-toi- ,
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
many years, "kick Chicago over" by
by Prof. B. C. Buffum, for fifteen
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
starting the great fire by a kick, has year head of the agricultural departmade this historical idol totter. Old ment of the University of Wyoming,
In
of
in
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Mrs. O'Leary 's son, no other than
left Chicago to exhibit the fin"'O
fame
of
Jim"
"Big
gambling
O'Leary
Ecoof
series
ished
of
a
and
in
experiHousehold
results
O'vil and Electrical Engineering
at the Stock Yards, declares at this ments In grasses and grains secured
late date that he has been forced to at the experiment farm under his su- nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculRIGHT.
unseal his lips, arise to the defense of
The
pervison at worland, vvyo.
ture, coarse9 in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
his parents, their live stock, and the
emnew
is
of
a
variety
feeding grain
honor or tne u i.earys, pasi, present mer a nybrid wheat, which is
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
future in order to denounce the perlor t0 corn ln bone nourishment
Dm Caspar Avenot
cause. and
new version of the fire's
for self support.
and
power,
combus-- y(elds from 80 t0 150 mlsheis
O'Leary claims spontaneous
per
For Catalogue and further information, address the President",
J. D. acrej or about douDie the best Ru8.
But
Rev.
of
tion
green hay.
Leek has sprung a new one, based, he gion spets. It jS a beardles-- i wheat
says, on the words of Andrew Bird, of large gis!e and fixed hullj especially
.
an
inmate of the Metho- - fltted to production in the arid, semi-dis- t
OUR MOTTO; To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
Old People's Home and formerly arld or irrigated country west of the
a teacher in the Maxwell Street Sun- - 300th Meridian, Including all the
school. "Sam and Christopher vated piateau 0f the Rocky moun- O'Neill were boys in my bunaay talns and the vaneys 0f the mountain
13
school class," Mr. Bird has said. ranf!-es-.
This region, from the Gulf
"They came to me in great fear and of Mexico to the Canadian boundary,
said they had taken a bottle of whis- - nag an awra:re elevation too great
ky and a lamp into the O'Leary's for the maturins of corn. Stock
ham, and were going. to milk one of raising of all kinds is still the domin&
ate cows so as to get milk to make ant interest throughout the whole of
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
cow
The
or
frightgot
new
it
whisky punch.
this
and the discovery
310 San Francisco St.
Opals, Tnrquoise, Garnets and Other Gsms.
Phone Red, 13y
ened at their rough handling and feed-grai- n
promises to relieve the
kicked over the lamp. I never told stockmen from the cost and trouble
527 San Francisco
SANTA FE, N. M.
SaileHorsss
Slimes, Single Rip
this before because I was afraid it 0f importing corn from the middle
might hurt the boys. To all of this western states for use in fattening or
Mr. O'Leary brings the countercharge finishing their animals for market,
that "the cow yarn" Is the most This will mean an almost incalculable
mm
monumental fake of the past century, economy in alt branches of animal hus-Hsays: "Nobody was in the barn bandry, and a corresponding increase
I
that night at all. The 'Old Man" had in profits. As supplementing it, Pro-lais
in a stock of 'green hay' a few feSsor Buffum has succeeded in
before and it was spontaneous ducing a new variety of alfalfa,
that's all." Between the sessing the quality of the best known
of tbe finest
two disputants stands the Chicago alfalfas as a balanced ration, but
Society which merely raises ing an increased rapidity and weight
its eyebrows with a request to "show 0f growth that will give a yield of one
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
me," while the Prohibitionists claim to two and a half tons an acre. ThH
LATEST AND NEWd-SAND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
they have here still another "duly new alfalfa has reached a height of
qualified blow against the whisky nine feet in a single season, and will
trust."
a year, in
j easily enable four cuttings
3
staad of the present practice of three.
Postal Savings Bank,
CO
The inceraslng heat of controversy
bank
on
(Continued
Pagt Six.)
concerning the postal savings
DANGER

TIME TABLE OF

IN DELAY-

-
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SPANISH LESSONS

V

OJO CALIEJJTE HOT SPRINGS.

FRESH EGGS

n

CREAM

MILK

Bar-anc-

HOOVER

o

SON

,

4

2

4

4

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Tait.

jnty

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

All Parts of the World.

i

TELEGRAPH.

Charles W. Dudrow

J. D. BARNES. Acient

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE

LIVELY STABLE

MECHANIC ARTS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Guggles, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up
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When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON
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W. E.
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Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY

A. F. SPIEGELBEE3G,

HACK LINE
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Haek & Hus Line

e

finRRIPK P.ARRIAGF

120 San Francisco St.

Call up 132 Black far Carriage;.
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pro-day-

ONLY

T?gJgK8 SALE

Embroideries s White Goods
T

inspection is Respectfully solicited

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

rGE rt'L'R.

IS THE TIME TO BOOST.
Prom Willarcl Belknap, Xaravisa,
'
Quay rounty, comes the suggestion
territorial newspapers to
for the
a concerted campaign to
in
eima.w

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
'
ami a. f WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES-

COMPANY

-

t.

Secretary-Treasure-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Dnily, per month, by carrier
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Dally, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months

$3.75
2.00

l.oo
75

Weekly, per quarter

to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
and
a
circulation
and
has
large
growing
very postcffiC3 in the Territory,
the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people of

GET

FOR THE
iAi

ana

PANAMA

.Mexico, witn a
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J.

I.

A. HUGHES,

or
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J.
J.

PALES, President
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mm,

B. READ,

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

Attorney-at-La-
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Transacts a general banking business in all its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in ail markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and feriign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo.ney transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' lime. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock 'and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-,- d
ing. Safeiy deposit boxes ior rent. The patronage of the

thrup thousand miles whip Will e
.tevive some m.t into direct and intimate touch
is
benefit from the completion of the with the South when the canal
Panama canal, if in nothing else than opened. This coast line from Panama,
in more favorable freight rates. But' to San Diego now carries on a
trade valued at approximately
Mexico should obtain more
millions of dollars; it is
rea-one
hundred
coal
by
2
tensive markets for its,Y,
fii-..
:
nrnnTiPsv wluitv totiil this will
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h it
nthpr nrorliicts become a few years after the isth2
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is
Mr.'
known
the
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vnnte from the Atlantic
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state and territory should seek to
Do- - king of boosters in his section and
2
benefit from the huge expenditure of crast tn tTie pan;il are Cuba the
public is respecfully solicited.
and Porto !has Aone, perhaps, more than any oth
$100,000,000 for the project but noth- minican Republic. Hayti.
to
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individual
bring
with an annual foreign trade
ing is being dene thus far to bring Rico,
eastern New Mexico. He says that
two
and
hundred
at
valued
in
nearly
Sam's
activity
Uncle
about.
this
with such cooperation by the newsCentral America, his vigor to subdue fifty million dollars.
papers, the advantages of the TerriSpeaking of all Latin America and tory can be more widely advertised
Nicaragua, are but parts of movements to secure for him absolute con- what it offers to the South and Cen- than by the expenditure of thousands
trol of the new highway that is being tral West. I would have every Cham- of dollars and the expense will be
dug across the isthmus of Panama, ber of Commerce or Board of Trade distributed so widely and equitably
but while all this preparatory work from the Roanoke to the Rio Grande that it will be no burden on any inthe nation and from the Potomac to the Platte dividual. Xaravisa is about to adopt
is being accomplished
!ES&&3SSi3
should also get. ready to utilize the organize committees or subordinate the
and the Xew Mexican is at
plan
canal. John Barrett, the director of clubs to awaken interest in every- work on it, with a Capital Statehood
the International Bureau of American thing pertaining to Latin America, its edition as a starter. Let other towns
W'LUJVM VAUGHN PROP,
Republics, before the Southern Com- history and development, its com- and papers also take it up!
inmercial Congress at Washington this merce and industries, its peoples,
One
in
week spoke on this very point and stitutions and government, and then
TO
STRICTLY
BUSINESS.
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to study methods of building up
said:
Cuisine and
Is
Lflrge Sample
The Commercial Club of El Paso
It is of the highest importance not change of trade with all parts of our
Table
Service
Room for Comto
attends
business,
vanevidently
strictly
whole
sister republics and of taking ad
only to the South but to the
Unex
mercial Travelers
It
therefore.
achieves results
It lets
country that we should begin to get tage in a practical way of the great
to
its
civic
members
a
"We
Panare
start
righteousness
we
I
could
canal.
wish
ready for the Panama canal.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
in individually or to other organizations
now actually confronted with a seri-ju- s American League with branches
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time
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town
our
entirely
the
of
everv
important city and
danger to tour commerce and
that we South and West and supported
abroad namely,
by promotion of the material rather than
prestige
to
find
citizens
each
of
best
the
community. the moral side of the industrial and
shall complete the canal only
AMERICAN AND
that other countries will gain great- Good results would surely follow both business interests of the Pass City,
EUROPEAN PLAN
er practical benefits from it than will for our trade and for our influence. Says the El Paso Herald:
i ne
Paso chamber of commerce
evi-Such a movement a tangible
the United States.
is
nearing the close of the most
The one great thing, therefore that dence to all Latin America of our
interest, in our sister repub-- ' cessful year in its history. Three con-lie- s
our people and our Congress now
would accomplish wonderful re- - spicuous achievements standout bold-suit- s
should do is to study and set in mon
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in removing any distrust and ly on the record. First is the
tion such activities and policies
g
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readidescribed
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in
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land
entire
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work
second,
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among the masses
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ness to enjoy, and profit from, the
new routes and facilities provided by from Mexico and Cuba south to Ar- - the freight bureau of the chamber in
securing rate adjustments; third, the
the canal. It wall be almost criminal gentina and Chile.
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hununprecedented amount of publicity
n
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it
lack
spend
foresight
movement in the work that has been done.
dred millions of dollars ($400,000,000) fide
diseinc this waterway and then South and popularize the cry; "Get. "Never before has the chamber of
- ., .Proprietor awaken at. its completion to find that ready for the Panama Canal," we will commerce represented so actively so
different
interests.
and
varying
we are not in a position to utilize astonish ourselves and the world with many
The membership of 500 includes repfully its much discussed advantages the good accomplished and develop a
Commodious Sample Kocm
states of the unanimity of sentiment in favor of a resentatives of nearly every line of
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business.
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past
on
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in 1915 which will
Union bordering
high
suitable celebration
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.
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Long Distance Telephone Station.
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to. steam through
and historical
the canal a
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and yet hardly one of them realizes national and international event.
take a broad view of the diverse needs
Steam Heated: Electric
the opportunities which the canal ofFIRST CLASS CAFE
of the city and an alleged disposition
Room
fers, with its completion only five
Every
Lighted,
UNREASONING PREJUDICE.
to
fayor cerUin branches of buslness
IN CONNECTION
years distant. There should be starta Good One,
There is no denying that there is
at the expense of others. This
ed a slogan "Get ready for the ca- current in the east and especially at activity
under the present administration
nal" which would be heard all along the national capital, an impression year
of
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE EEST.
chamber of commerce,
the
all
the Gulf, Atlantic and Pacific coasts that New Mexico is frightfully cor-- ,
of business have received
brancnes
movement
national
a
and inaugurate
Of course, in many respects, due consideration.
Never before has
to prepare for it in a way that will rupt. of New Mexico are to blame
for the mercantile
both
people
membership,
and
be effective
practical. Every city this impression for
have carefully wholesale and retail, been so large,
they
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
and commercial center having any
of the impression and never before have the merchants
interest in foreign commerce should fostered it, hut part
is also due to misunderstanding and paid their dues so willingly. The
acquaint itself with actual trade conignorance. There is a deeprooted pre- - manufacturers, agriculturists, stock
to
world
of
the
in
the
ditions
parts
for instance, against Spanish growers, and representatives of other
judice,
be reached by the canal.
THE
juries, a prejudice that crops occupations have seen tangible re-ospeaking
espethe
of
section
country
Every
again and again. There is a pre- suits from the work of the chamber,"
cially the South and Central West
X"irst Class Eestaia.iaaa.t iaa. Coxixi.ect5.oxi.
should familiarize itself, for instance, judice caused by the employment of
It is rather remarkable that the tele-li- c
50c and up
RATES
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
with the great West or Pacific coasts interpreters in the courts and in pubassemblies. No amount of argu- - graph should report a minimum of one
and
& Nipht
of South and Central America
OPEN
Santa Fe New Mexico- Day
Col-ticthe possible wants and resources ment and demonstration of the injus- - degree lower at the Agricultural
of such prejudice seems to mend lege in the Mesilla valley than the
thereof. Conditions of demand and
dethe impression. Even in the state- - weatner oureau ODserved at santa Fe,
supply, capacity to sell what is
sired or purchase what is for sale, hood bill this prejudice against the out it has been recosnized for many
starting of new industries, conserva- native born people has crept in, for it years that owin to the sheltered
First Class anfl
that the constitution must sition of Santa Fe, it is never so cold
tion or resources, improvement ;of
Up -To - Date
coast harbors and interior waterways, make provision that only those who bere in winter as it gets to be two
betterment of steamship facilities,: the are able to speak and write fluently' hundred miles further south and from
sending of qualified agents abroad, the English language shall be eligible 3000 to 400 feet lower. Even Roswell
stu4y of the Spanish language, travel to anv office in the state, be it execu- - reported only a few years ago, the
CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET
amqng these heretofore distant but; tive or legislative. Such restriction extreme of 29 below zero, or IS
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample ooms
future close neighbors, and acquaint- in the enabling act for any Territory degrees below the very coldest ever
in Santa Pe. In summer, it
ance with their social and racial is unprecedented and
Electric Light,
In Every Room
For Commercial Travelers
points to the un- - recorded
characteristics all have a direct happy prejudice that is hurting this ls cooler at Santa Fe than at
Modem
Baths.
and important bearing on "getting
It is true that such a limi- - ver, Colorado Springs or other favor-tatio- n
ready for the canal."
would not disqualify a single ed summer resorts and in winter, the
The Southern states abutting on territorial officer
today for they all extremes of cold are less than they
the Gulf and Atlantic coasts, the first are able to
are at towns much farther south and
speak and write English
tier of states back of them and the fluently; it would
not disqualify any lower in altitude.
Central Western States have a great
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fore them in Latin America. Without every
command of the English tongue. But Santa Fe- - Perhaps, a common danger
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in value to
of the entire
A greater Santa Fe will be hard to
Carlsbad is to the front with the
cost of the canal. If a trade of such
volume can be maintained without beat la; 19 15;; A.djyided, Santa Fe will first candidate for the Democratic
s
Proprietor
the canal, it ia, difficult to predict have to wend' money like water each nomination for Delegate to Congress
301-303
San Francisco bt.
Santa Fe, N, M.
safely its valuation, a few years after legislative year to keep the capital next November in the person of its
from being removed. Why not have a mayor, James. M. Dye, who is a lawyer
the canal is completed
Northwest from Panama is the Pa- - greater Santa Fe before the census is and a member of the Democratic terri- torial central committee.
cific coast line of Central America taken?
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PALACE HOTEL

of the Best Hotels

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT,

$150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

I

.

Stnta F

The Oldest Danking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
jj

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.PAUL A. F. WALTER,

II

B

8, 1909.

Professional Cards

tFa

.

Hie

semi-weeklie-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

READY

R.

"IPS

set Xew Mexico aright before the
world. He advocates that each news-paper- ,
s
and
dailies,
term
a
short
make
special
weeklies,
subscription rate for people living
outside of the Territory; that public
spirited citizens in each community
pay for several such subscriptions to
names they will designate.
During
the time that, these extra subscriptions are running, each editor should
see to it that each issue contains at
least one article booming his town
and section and one or more cuts ilIf possilustrating its advancement.
ble, there should also be sketches of
some leading citizen or citizens, possibly his picture, if for no other reason than to show that to be a dweller
in New Mexico is not necessarily a
S
that one is a Hottentot There
chmilfl lo flppnnnts nf prnns nf inrliTC:.
tries and of progress. One copy of j
each paper should be sent to each
member of the House and Senate committees on territories. In this connection, there could be subscription
i
pat, papei
lrue contests i.v

r.

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

Entered as Second Class Matter
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NOW

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts, rrompt and carelul
attention given. to all business.
Santa F
New Mexico-

'

Attorney-at-La-

CATRON

& CATRON,

Attorneys and
Office:

Counsellort-at-La-

Catron Block.
. .
New Mexico

Santa F

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory

Speaks Spanfsh,
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms IS and 19,
Laughlin Block

Santa Fe,

N. M.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
A. B. Renehan,

Practice

the

in

p. Davle,

E.
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Sum-em-

and

a

specialty.
Santa Fa

Office in

Catron Block.

.

-

HOLT

&

.

-

THj-

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law

i

New Mexico

SUTHERLAND,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practio in the District Courts an
well as before the SuDreme Court of

the Territory.
Las Crucea

-

.

.

New Mexico

H. M. POUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law-.

!

Practices in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro - - . . New Meiico
WILLIAM McKEAN,

....

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Robert,

Jesse

1

g

EASLEY,

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe .
New Mexico

the West

celled

r.

CHARLES

(Late Surveyor General)

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.

finan-suspicio-

'

build-existin-

HOI EL

wffTl

$r
J.E.LACOME,

n

GEORGE

CORONADO

Lincoln County

HOTEL MODERN
loroitily

ONE

CHRISTMAS

.t

I

Fal

'"rm
,w

"

lj

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

two-third-

"i

J. S, CANDELARIO

BARBER,

-

Nev Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

...

Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexice

HOTEL

e

w.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.

i

i

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Lt Cruces
New Mexloi
Eastern and local bank references.

H.'n. PUTNAM,

U.

8. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking information
wuvwuuig wins icniwr ui i e w juexico promptly answered
m
xezioo
New Mexico
;

R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file-US. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
I

i

,

NEEL &. COOPER,
Geo. M. Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office: Catron Block, Santa Fe, N. M.
JOHN IC STAUFFER,
Notary Public.

Santa Fe New Mexico
' Office with the" New Mexican Print-

ing Company.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wim Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for . Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
hv a a, uuuu. Auiuuiuuue leaves hub
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p.' m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk,' and also- - for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. Wo
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

.

-
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PERSONAL MENTION

man,
years, be
in
him
train
to
If you have a son it is your duty
of
your
business methods, t o give him th benefit
business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow-iDone thing thai will give
up. There is no other
him a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own bank account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

today, will, in

g

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

IjSj

$00,000'

Capital

Santa Fe,

i

OFFICERS

H.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Cashiei.

W. S. DAVIS,

,

I

J. B. LAMY

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GR'FFINs

J

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

goods line.
We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

j

j

George D. Headricks of Boston, is in
town representing a shoe firm. He is
quartered .it the Palace.
Hugh Calkins, assistant supervisor
of the Pecos forest, left this morning
on a trip to Albuquerqnc.
Traveling Auditor John
Deputy
Joerns will leave this evening for
j
Raton to visit his family.
C. Parker, who travels out of Chi
cago, was among the guests register-ini
at the Palace last night.
Taos
B.
of
Paxton
Attorney George
is here from Kansas City, Mo., look
ing after irrigation matters.
Frank E. Andrews, 'supervisor of
the Jemez forest has returned from
an inspection trip throughout his dis-- ,

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President.

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting

g

FRANKLIN FUCK

G.

j

V. A. Williams came, in from his
ranch at Tesque yesterday, register-inat the Palace.
.1. T. Casias, a prominent rancher
of Ortiz .Colo., was among last night's
arrival at the Claire.
Judge M. L. Waldo, who had been
visiting his family at Kansas City, has
leturned to Las Vegas.
T. h. Rautn, a New York traveling
man, is in town visiting the trade. He
is a guest at the Palace.

CO

K.

C. Fraliek. a Chicago traveling
salesman, is a iiH?st at the Palace,
C. Bernhardt, a Minneapolis travel- ing man, is registered at the Palace.
Enrique Abeyta of Park View, Rio
Arriba county, is a guest at the Claire.
H. P. Hardshar internal revenue
collector has returned from Phoenix,

P.rTPiclmo c ic Hnrmnnr!

Arizona.

DIRECTORS

G. FRANKLIN

PAUL Five.

w

OLD BOY
THE 15 YEAR
a business
ten
of

M.

g

f"

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Colorado

j

Company

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe.

Catron Block

N. M.

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire

Insur-

"
ance in the Best Companies : : : :
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence
Properties; also Some Fine Bargains in Lots
and Fruit Ranches. : : : : : : : : :

Fhoae

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Catien Elcclc

"

SSedLltSO

"

'

"SSiiita, I"e, IT,

NOW IS THE TIME
Te have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it ) RIGHT
for fall wear.
We will charge f
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE

203

PALAOK AVE

208 WEST

BLACK

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.
Docs a general ABSTRACT

,

REAL ESTATE aDd INSURANCE business

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE
SWITZERLAND

1

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY, RANCH
beautifully and historically situated"
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea"
level and surrounded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13O0O feet with sunshiiie very day
in the year such as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest health giving country In the world. 26 miles
east of Santa Fe.

',

'

8um- -

Splendid trout fishing in
mer and all kinds, of hunting,
iidlng-TKN-

TJntno $10.00 and $12 00 per week
tldlu Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

Write today for illustrated pamph et
and all intormation
F. MILLER Mgr. Yalley Ranch

S.

Taos at 7 p. m.
' Ten miles shorter than
any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good
y

'

j'
X2iiaa.g clciia

teams

'

,

to Scales

Comfortable.'

i'

M.

We h ive a splendid array cf sei viable things to
pick from. You can tind here many suggestions, a
lew of which are mentioned below.

For th-

i

1

i

1.

1

... 1

.t..'..n

1

Pas around

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs. Military brush sets. Bonk- racks in oak or bras Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes.
Pajamas etc.

e-

YflllH0 MflTI
lUUilfc

For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work

a

FAT1

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
P'Pes, Cigar humidores, Felt slip- pers A yictor or Edi80n Phon;
graph will amuse the whole family

FflthPF

A THOUSANlf OTHER VALUABLK AND
THINGS TO tS KLKCT FROM

IF YOU WANT TO GET

W. N. TOWNSEND
KELLOGG'S
Toasted Rice Flakes.
AND

Toasted Rice Biscuit
Used and

Indorsed by the

Battle Creek

TJipn

illuu

CisTis

Sanitarium

more widly
8
uset anc fees

more people than any
other cereal. It is the
easily

Emtalmen

peeial mas bargains In
Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs, Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall, Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

6.

4

HS

KflUNE

8

Presents

We have now in stock and are every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We have an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose aid hose supporters, mufflers
etc.
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, rib.
bons neckwear, handkei chiefs, hoe, all
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolJs, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feei sure we can
please you. '

Try a. Package.

tRANCiSCO ST.
SANTA FE N. M.

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

The Original

.

SAN

--

t INTERESTING

digestible
and the most highly nu.
tritious of all cereals.

TIME - WHAT YOU WANT WHEN

Gift
etc.

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

Young Lady

Blind-

"
Yesterday the residents in and
around Buckman ieer estartled by a
'.

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

..?

Go-cart- s

For the

YOU WANT IT GO TO

.

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Youngsters

Rio Gran-

Kin-kai-

a.n.3.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

THE

most

lTTaa.a.rter

Dolls, Toys, and doll access cries,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

For the Baby

WITH TERRIFIC FORCE
ENGINE BOILER LETS GO.

Best Lanndry Work

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING

IE

J,

$5.00

FARE

This of all seasons make matkicd more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful giving is recognized in all civilizjd lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely

e

Buckman were startled by a
fact that, the boiler of a Denver and
Rio Grande freight engine had exploded. The engine was standing at
the watering place taking water when
H. H.
occurred.
LAUNDRY the accident
the fireman, was standing about
fifteen feet away busily engaged with
some work. The force of the exFor
plosion threw him considerable distance while the escaping steam which
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday enveloped his body scalded him badly.
man was taken as
Returns Thursday nd Fridav. Tne unfortunate
as possible to a sanitarium
quickly
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
where his burns received proper treatPhone No 23 ment. Though seriously injured he is
P.O.BROWN,
expected to live.
Agent.
; Red

sang-e-

The Coming Christmas,

d

If ErM

NIS

.

J.

Miss Massie has returned home
The Commercial Club, last evening,
from a uojourn of several months at discussed the special edition of the
Toronto, Canada, and visit to other New Mexico to be issued on or soon
eastern points.
after New Year t; set forth the adF. W. Drake, of the Santa Barbara vantages of Santa Fe as a climatic,
Tie and Pole Company, is in town tourist and industrial center. It was
from Hodges, Taos county. He is stop- decided to take a page in the edition
which will be descriptive of Santa
ping at the Palace.
Mrs. h. C. Armijo and Mrs. Anita ' Fe's attractions and a committee was
Chapman left this forenoon for Espa-nol- ' appointed to prepare the matter for
where Mrs. Chapman will in- this page. Bryan Boru Dunne, who
edition for
j is getting up the special
spect a shipment of coal oil.
"Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna are the New Mexican is meeting with
planning to entertain at the Alvarado much encouragement and has already
during the holiday season, dancing secured sufficient, advertising from
and cards to he the features of the j large advertisers, none of them less
event
Albuquerque Morning Jour- - than half a page, to assure the success
of the edition.
nal.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saft
ford returned yesterday from Clovisjj WEALTHY gEA CAPTAIN
Curf y county, where he transacted suc
DIES AT EL PASO.
cessfully a difficult item of official business. He left last evening for Sierra
Dec. 8. Captain
El Paso, Texas.
county.
Emrich of New York, a wealthy
O. C. Watson, formerly of this city, Joe
now the leading insurance manager retired sea captain, died suddenly at
the St. Regis hotel here at 6:30 last
at Pueblo, Colorado, and an
Mars Cassidy, the horseman,
night.
good fellow, is in Santa Fe for several diys shaking hands with old occupying an adjoining room, heard
his labored breathing and summoned
friends.
troub-blOscar C. Snow of Mesilla Park, was a physician who pronounced the
conHe
never
regained
paralysis.
among last night's arrivals taking
lived
and
He
was
sciousness.
married
atto
came
He
Claire.
quarters a tthe
tend a meeting of the territorial board on Lon; Island. He was a member of
of water commissioners of which he the Sheephead Jockey Club and several other sporting clubs and leaves
is a membeT.
Alex. S. Bushkevitz, representative a large estate. He was a Mason of
from Mora county in the last legisla- high degree. One brother is a memture, has shaken the dust of New er of Congress from Illinois and anMexico from his shoes and taken up other a prominent business man in
his residence in Chicago which of- New York.
fers a wider field for his versatility.
W. E. Smith of La Veta, conductor
SEES
on the Denver and Rio Grande, arrived yesterday on his last trip of the
year as on next Sunday he leaves on a
II,
month's vacation trip. He intends vis111.,
and
at
a
Decatur,
iting
daughter
will visit other eastern points.
LEADING

Fireman on the Denver and
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
de is Badly Scalded By
the north4. bound train and arrles at
ing Steam.

A famons old Spanifeh Land Grant

HORSEBACK
etc,

M.

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at Jow rate of interest : :

$20,000.00

--

a,

If you want anything in the above line call on or addrees

O

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

Pa'ace.

ATTENTION
We
We
We

i
i

W. R. Hill, a traveling man from
Kansas City, is calling on the merchants. His headquarters are at the
Claire.
C. J. Dawe, selling groceries and
cigars for a Trinidad, Colo., firm, ar COMMERCIAL CLUB BELIEVES
IN ADVERTISING SANTA FE.
rived last night taking quarters at the

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M.

-

trict.

the Household

And Everything for

,

La Moda; Millinery

CD

Phone Black 78
THOME 2F.
I

33

Hi

Catron Block.

-,

i

PfiCE SIX.

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

Pa cific

Comoany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
.
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never know anything about their own
country. They always are astounded
if you tell them what is going on
there. For instance: They are ignorant of the fact that liberty dees not
exist there. I could lie arrested the
moment I landed on a rharere of in- citing the women of America to im- morality by niy good looks. I could
he imprisoned for suggesting a reform in the marriage laws or for questioning the story about Elisha and

d,

rut

DECEMBER 8, 1909.

WEDNESDAY,

Every old sore is an external symptom of a depraved or polluted condition of the blood. These festering places on the Mesh are kept open and
in a strife of irritation because the circulation is continually discharging into
tnem tlie linpuriiies ana momii mailers wun which it i uucu. xma yui- luted condition of the blood may be the reinains ot some constitutional
trouble; the effect of a long spell of sickness, which has left the blood stream
or because the mitural refuse of the body, which
weak and
should pass off through the proper avenues, has not all been eliminated
External treatment may
and has been absorbed into the circulation.
cause the place to scab over temporarily, but the blood is not made any
at
purer bv such treatment, and soon the sore win return or nreaKoldout
sores
another place and be as bail or worse than before. S. S.S. heals
by removing every particle of impurity from the circulation. It goes down
to the very bottom of the trouble and so completely changes the circulation
that there is no longer any impurity to drain through the sore, but the
place is once more nourished with rich, healthful bloody S. S. S. heals the
sore from the bottom, the skin regains its natural color, and when S.S.S.
has thoroughly c'.eansed and purified the blood the place is permanently
healed. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who
write.
craTirT spectptc r.o..
ha.
germ-inferte-

from

Miles

STATIONS.

Ufa Molun

a.
a.
p.
p.

U 06 a. m
11 20

from

1U8

FE, N. M.

HEALS
OLD SORES

Mi 4

St, Louis Rocky

SANTA"

MAtuNiW.

the bears.

Atlanta,

SOCltllti

HATtRML

Says Poverty Proves Slavery.
"How can you call America a free
country when you know of the poverty of the masses and the frightful
condition of child labor in the cotton
mills of Carolina, which Is worse than
the mills of Manchester were a hundred years ago? We found the rem
edy and the Americans know it, but
they will not apply it because they
do not want to be free. They want
to make money and they don't care
how they do it.
"I do not want to see the statue of
liberty in New York harbor. Even
my appetite for irony does not go
as far as that. To go to America is
to go back a century in civilization.
The manner of living in America tr
day is simply that of two centuries
ago, coupled with certain developments of industrial brigandage peculiar to the twentieth century-SayVisit Would Stop All.
"There is another good reason why
I could not go to America.
If I did
else
would
peoThe
stop.
everything
ple would cease to be interested in
polities, commerce, art, or anything
else.
"Nicaragua may shoot all the Americans it likes. Then the shots would
not he heard in the din of silly talk
about Bernard Shaw. I should be a
a
public nuisance, an interruption,
ramrod stuck into the national maFor America's sake I'll
chinery.
spare it by staying at home."

ALAN

.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M.' Reg
ular communication
first Monday of aci
month
at
MasooU
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIH.
Worthy Master
McCORD, Secretary

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

No.

I,

Regular cos
vocation second Monday os
each month at Maseal.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
A.

M.

Santa Fe Commandery

No

Regular concla
fourth Monday In eacu
month at Masonic Hall at
1. K.

T.

which distance he covered in three
weeks by walking and stealing rides
Lv.
7:30 p. m.
Arr, muiuunn
N M
47
on
freight trains. He says he campei
"
Arr.
Lv.
Lv!
" Nast
H. F. STEPHENS. E. C.
50
N. M.
Cal.,
in "the jungles" at Riverside,
Palace.
" Harlan
53
8
PERCT F. KNIGHT. Recorder.
C. J. Dawe, Trinidad; T. I,. Baum, where 300 members of the Industrial
59
84
Ute Park
New York; W A. Williams, Tesuque; Workers of the World are waiting for
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
W.
E. Smith, La Veta; W. H. Rhodes, order to trek northward. Warren wa
N.
124
In
No.
W.
II Connects
4
train
P
Dawson,
3.
with E.
arriving
R.
- j
14th
Milwaudegree. Ancient, and Accepted
C
his
hearers
St.
Fischer,
while
exhortins
Louis; George
;irrested
M., 6:15 p. m.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
B. Baxton, Red River; C. t0 nani aown
and
throw
oid
N.
123
George
kee;
Glory"
M.,
No.
W.
A
train
Dawson,
1
E.
P.
Ry.
leaving
; Connects with
on the third Monday of each monti
L Cline, Las Vegas; George D. Hen- - it int0 the Spokane river and raise
i:L5 a. m.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening I
F.
W.
Hodges,
Drake,
Boston:
of
to
Pike's
Red"'
M.
Mother
the
N.
drick,
top
meets
N.
at
trains
Preston,
M.,
Stage for van Houten,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
i
A.
C.
shriekMinneapolis;
he
Bernhardt,
pearic. "If this is treason,"
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as fallows:
C. Parker, Chi
Las
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corVegas;
Bloxsom,
it."
BOUND.
for
"I'll
The
SOUTH
ed.
stand
say
police
NORTH BOUND
C.
L.
Chicago.
dially Invited to attend.
Fralick,
cago;
in
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
hand,
they have the situation well
ro. 1, :0t a. m.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Claire.
m.
members
No.
of
7:05
a
score
also
m.
that
2,
p.
No. 7, 1:12 p.
declaring
Oscar
Venerable Master.
B.
F.
Cerrillos;
Huxmann,
C.
.
F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with
of the I. W. W. have deserted the
TracK connection with A. T. 4
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
Snow, Mesilla; F. W. Hodges, Den- ranks in the last wee kand going to
sV 8
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
A. 8. at Des Moines, E. P
Secretary.
ver; T. C. Duke, St. Louis; C. V. work on the city rock pile. The willNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
M. Abey
Enrique
Denver;
Thuringer.
In
Mexico:
New
r
the
is
Ocato,
meals
N.
points
receive
M.,
three
following
daily
depot
ing workers
Cimarron,
ta. Park View; J. T. Casaos, Ortiz; E. of
8. P. O. E.
prison fare, while the drones are
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
F.'
O.
C.
Watson,
Hoaglin, Chicago;
on bread and water. One hunFe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O.
Santa
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
kept
Lobo, Pueblo; W. R. Hill, Kansas City.
mco. Arrovo Hondo. Baldy. Black Lakes. Cerro, Elizabethtown,
holds its regular session on the secdred and fifty men are prisoners in
Coronado.
and
Red
Taos
River
de
Twining.
Ranches
Taos,
City,
school.
ond and fourth Wednesdays of eacs
Franklin
Questa,
L.
W.
J.
Scott,
Charles T. Scott, J.
month. Visiting brothers are invite
W.A.GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
e. J. DEDMAN,
Scott, Mcintosh; R. S. Ballon, DragDAVID KNAPP.
and welcome.
'i'i' "mill ffl'WHlllWfc
"41F"1Li
Frank
Gil
Gen- - Pass- - Agent on, Utah;
Perea, Willard;
Exalted Ruler.
Superintendent V- - Ores, and Gen 1lgrB
George
L. Berston, Los
Angeles;
GLKANINGS BY A
D. SENA, Secretary.
RATON. N. SI.
RATON, N, 1A. Matheson,
Hub-latTRAFFIC
SLAVE
ON
WHITE
RATON, N itt.
FIGHT
W.
Charles Hublata,
PERIPATETIC PEN
Lead, S. D.
Modern.
Knghts of Pythias.
(Continued From Page Three.)
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Agnes Arnold, San Francisco; J. T.
The Flag Without a Stain.
Donahoo, Albuquerque; J. A. Hayes,
Alfalfa has a minimum ton value of Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
Among many trophies of the Civil around five dollars, and there are mil Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
City; T. J. Riggs, Tierra Amanita.
War in the museum of Notre Dame lions of acres of it in the part of the O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
ORDINANCE FOR PROUniversity, Indiana, droops the battle vest described, so that the addition ing Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
TECTION OF LABOR. flag of the historic "Irish Brigade." of
only one ton per acre, if this new IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
The war is now but a reminiscence. vmietv were
would
exclusively grown,
Spokane Will Prohibit Payment of but the glory and heroism of the bri- mean five times as many millions of
on.
of
lives
the
Commanded
Fees for the Procurement
by
gade
Notice for Publication.
dollars as there are acres, earned by
Genteral
dauntless and dashing
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
Employment.
the farmers every years.
Thomas Francis Meagher, orator and
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. S. Labor soldier, the Irish Brigade performed PRODUCTION OF PRINCESS
Department of the Interior.
agencies are prohibited from taking, deeds of valor unsurpassed in the
United States Land Office,
BONNIE WELL UNDER WAY
or receiving fees of any kind as com-- unnals of the war When John Fran
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909
pensation for services rendered to cis Maguire, editor of the Cork ExNotice is hereby given that the folloAre
Chorus
emand
Entire
Cast
Holding wing-named
aminer, returned to Ireland from
laborers in the procurement of
claimant has filed notice
Daily Rehearsals and Doing
ployment by the terms of an ordi- America in 1S65, he stated at a pubof his intention to make final proof in
Good
Work.
of
council
lic reception tendered him by the
nance submitted to the city
support of his claim under sections
and citizens of Cork that:
Spokane by Mayor Nelson S. Pratt. aide-me1C and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
TO THE EAST & NORTH
or
a
owe
debt
"America
will
for all time
perThe cast and chorus of the Princess (26
They must look to employers
amended by the act
sons placing orders for labor for re- of gratitude to Irishmen. The Irish Bonnie opera which is to produced at of Stat, 854), as
Now in effect Via
21, 1893, (27 Stat., 470),
February
as
with
i7th
covered
has
itself
muneration. The penalty provided
glory, the Elks theater on December
Brigade
and that said proof will be made befor violations is fixed at and when it rushed to almost anni- and 18th, are busy daily holding re
punishment
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
in
un
months
at
hilation
crushed
or
six
it
more
not
than $200
hearsals. The play will unquestion
Gettysburg,
der its feet in that memorable charge ably be the best form of amateur en Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Dejail or both.
of
th,i noxious plant of intolerance and tertainment put on in Santa Fe and is cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
enactment
the
ordinance,
The
& S. W..
E.
which has no opposition in the coun- bigotry against Irish Catholics in the sure to be a pleasant surprise. The of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holdclaim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
cil, will give Spokane the distinction United States." The old silk flag of names of the chorus will be published ing
with harp and shortly. The cast as now arranged 8 E. N. M. P. M.
of being the first city in the United green, emblazoned
' A. N. BROWN
For fuil particulars,
He names the following witnesses to
States to legislate against dishonest shamrock, torn with shot and shell is as follows:
p. & s, w.
p. a.-- k,
Address
Kl Paso Texas.
age'nts in this manner, the purpose md covered with ineffaceable marks Shrimps, champion canoist and vil prove his actual continuous adverse
heing to break up their fraudulent, of wrar and weather, rests in peace
lage Jack of all Trades in love possession of said tract for twenty
Mausoleum at the great
with Kitty
.Frank Owen years next preceding the survey of the
practices, against which the laborer in fliitsrVIi own
o
TTn i Amro It
n?lifirn until
c
cf
nas no legal
the fishing township, viz:
hi ijicocui.
Captain Tarpaulin
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
smack Nancy and keeper of the
Mayor Pratt says in his message to few years ago, was the enly camp of
Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N.
Miller
Charles
the council that the supreme court of the Grand Army of the Republic comhouse
Padilla,
light
the state of Washington has indicat- posed of priests, who before they took Roy Sterling, a follower of Isaac M.
ed that employment agencies are sub- Holy orders, fought for the preservaWalton in love with Bonnie...
Any person who desires to protest
William Hayden against the allowance of said proof, or
ject to regulatory provisions, "and," tion of the Union. Gentlemen of Nohe adds, "there is no doubt that the tre Dame, guard jealously the old and Admiral Pomposo, a Spanish grandee who knows of any substantial reason
ordinance suggested will be sustain- brilliant flag, which in its day waved
with a hobby for collecting antiques under the laws and regulation of the
ed by the courts as a proper regula- over as dauntless men and as true
Gus Koch.
Interior Department why such proof
tion of this business. The ordinance and learless hearts as ever Napoleon Count Castinetti Marionett.i, Flagio should not be alowed will be given an
will give protection to those who need led to victory. Peace to the soul of
d
letti Falsetti, an Italian nobleman opportunity at the
and deserve it most, without taking Meagher and to the souls of the galbetrothed to Bonnie in her infancy time and place to
the witconlant Irishmen who died for the Union
H. R. Haacke.
away the profit of a business
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
and left to Irish Catholics in America Salvador, body guard to Admiral Pom evidence in rebuttal of
ducted on legitimate lines.
that submit"Hundreds of individual cases have a heritage of glory and a fame
Frank Keeffe ted by claimant.
poso
been before me during the last six
by the suspicion of cowardice." Lieutenant Fusee, a Spanish officer
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The Intermountain Catholic.
months,, and my observation has been
Clarence Pierce.
Register.
such that I know it is the daily pracCaptain Surf, fisherman. Alan McCord
tice of many employment agencies to UNITED STATES NOT
canoe
Kitty Clover, captain of the
Notice for Publication.
act fraudulently and dishonestly in
A FREE COUNTRY,
club and village belle
Small
Holding Claim No. 1895.
their dealings with the laboring men
Mrs. Frank Curns
012050. Not Coal Land.
Serial
who go to them for employment."
sister, Department of the Interior,
Bernard Shaw Grows Sarcas- Suasan Crabbe, Tarpaafcin's
George
The ordinance is based upon a fedCrabbe;
commonly called Auntie
tic When Asked to Visit This
United States Land Office.
of seastatute
the
eral
for
protection
assistant
keeper of lights
Including
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Country.
men, which declares that if any perMrs. J. E. Clark
Notice is hereby given that the folson demands or receives directly or
Donna Pomposa,
wife of Admiral lowing named claimant has filed noLondon, Ejec. 5. George Bernard
otherwise remuneration from a seaMrs. J. E. Clark tice of his Intention to make final
Pomposo
invitthe
been
has
playwright,
man or any person seeking employ- Shaw,
the
Princess
Bonnie,
Bonnabellavita, proof in support of his claim under
ment as a seaman for' providing him ed by Charles Frohman to spend the
of Captain Tar sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
adopted
daughter
Christmas
New
in
week
York, togeth
with employment, he shall for every
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
er with James Barrie, Granville paulin and niece of Pomposo.
such offense be deemed guilty of
Mrs. J. W. Hayes.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Somerset
Barker, J. G. Alsworthy,
Canoeists, fishermen, villagers, sail- Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Chambers.
Maugham, and Haddon
ors, marines," Spanish peasants, Span- be made before Register or Receiver
Shaw refused, saying:
HAS SERVED IN
Also
ish
soldiers, Spanish students, brides- U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M on
Selling Dates 00 M OR AQI
"Why should any one who is in Lon
TWENTY-FOUJAILS.
UAJ January
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
don go to America? You can under maids, Russian emissaries, etc.
DECEMBER
Time The present. Scenes Act of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holdone in America coming to
stand
any
Arrested at Spokane Within Less London.
I Coast of Maine near Bar Harbor. ing claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
JFor further Information Call on or Write
They all make a rush to do Act
Than an Hour After His ArII Courtyard of Admiral
15 N., R. 8 E.( of the W. M. P. M.
D.
&
W.
so.
I
if
P.
A.
T
P.
attitude
SHEA,
might change my
P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or
rival From Galveston.
palace in Spain.
He names the following witnesses
ream
were
si
the
the
other
setting
M.
SANTA PR. N.
to
prove his actual continuous adverse
were
and
dream
if
of
it
the
way
every
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 8. Clark W Lonrloner the moment he had saved W. H. GULLIFORD
of said tract for twenty
possession
zsmznssBSESz
11
ITT
11.
...1
DIES AT PUEBLO. years next preceding the survey of the
luuiacw. an .niuiuer the money to g0 to America.
vaiiH, who cans Uivn,.,1f
cook" and boasts he has been in 24,
No Liberty in America.
township, viz.:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
it iS( T am in the right place, For Several Years Conducted a Prijails in as many towns since tiie be--1
vate School on East Palace
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cieneginning of the year, was arrested for and the Americans
in the wrong
Avenue, This City.
ga, N. M.
violating the street speaking ordi- - place. At least they seem to think
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
nance less than an hour alter his ar- - so. Why should I move? The Amer- Any person who desires to protest
Pueblo, Dec. 8. Professor W. H. against the allowance of said proof,
rival in Spokane from Galveston, Tex., icans may be mistaken. I notice they
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
Gulliford, aged 79, a noted educator or who knows of any substantial reaand prominent Mason, died at the son under the laws and regulations of
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a, m. Saving
Jan. 10, 1906.
Established
Service
over 30 house betweer
Passengers
family home here. He was born in the interior department why such
Toledo,
for
Buick,
Pope
the
Agenta
over
route
these
other
points
London, February 13, 1830, and was proof should not be allowed win be
any
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
d
educated at the famous Lewis pri- given an opportunity at the
Shortest route between Ros well and service securing comfort to passen
vate school at Margate, England, later
to
time
and
place
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and
the witnesses of said claim
expert Chauf
attending King's college, London, He
Santa Fe and all points in the
was one of the most prominent men ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying tc
in Masonic circles in England, and of that submitted by claimant.
ico.
served for many years as officer in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobilea leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roa
the grand lodge of England, and was
Register.
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
also governor of all the Masonic
Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 lba. An;
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY,
lodges throughout the United KingBaggage allowance
Engraved cads de visit and wed
amount of baggage can be carrier"
dom. He came to Pueblo, from San- ding invltatioiis a specialty at tbe
Railway.
ta Fe, N. M., in 1900 and founded New Mexican Printing office. Any
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
Always remember the full name. Look
He is sur- one sanding In need of such will do
the Gulliford academy.
for this signature on every box. 25c.
vived by a widow, three daughters, well to call at this office and examine
and two sons.
samples, style of work and prices.
Uolfax
Oerroso80
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DENVER & RIO

GRIDE

R.

I

Denver Colo.
Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo Colo.

t One

Fare for
the Round
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Trip
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Pom-poso-
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AUTOMOBILE

There is

Es-tanc-

QnSy One

above-mentione-

"Bpomo Quinine"

Thai is

L2ziive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

Bpomo Quinine

cross-exami-
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forced to close their doors: that since
January 1st, 11)09, saloons have been
closed at the rate of forty per day;

PI

that

millions of the people
forty-onof the United States are now living in

OFL
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prohibition territory; that seventy
per cent of the area of the United
Slates forbids the licensed liquor traffic, tells only a part of the visible
Biennial Address of Superin- results. New and powerful friends
are everywhere
gathering to our
tendent P. A. Baker of
League standard. From
Anti-Saloo- n
a few struggling agitators, of sixteen
League
years ago, hammering at the church
doors in Ohioj seeking admission and
CONVENTtONHELD AT CHICAGO a chance to be heard, it is becoming
a
army, with
compact
brains and ballots and conscience to
Remarkable viciones uameui use both for the speedy coming of the

lilit

s:i:, ; pigs
Receipts, S.O.MI; !li;il k' t
cents higher. .Muttons ti.Vi'o
lambs Jn.ine. x.iMi ; feeders, west,
wethers and jeurlinxs $4.751
feed western eweS $i.r, ( :,."".
$T.?.". rn

,

Worn

omen

I ft

Wl

''i

1

''

Women, worn and tired from overwork, need a
tonic. That feeling of weakness or helplessness will
not leave you of itself.. You should take Wine of
Cardui, that effectual remedy for the ailments and
weaknesses of women. Thousands of women have
tried Cardui and write enthusiastically of the great
benefit it has been to them. Try it don't experiment
use this reliable,
d
medicine.

A

FOR RENT OR PALE
writer. J. li. S!oan.

SKELETON IN

zooi

A

;.

FAMILY.

FOR SALE A s cond-naiisteam
McCord boiler in gcod eon; !:tion. It will be
cf Arizona Brings Contest
dispose, of (t very low price. Apply
to the New Mexic n Printing Com- Against Will.
pany.
Phoenix. Ariz.. Dec. S. In the fiuht
begun in tin district court by Anna
FOR KENT After Dee. l.'ih the
oft-trieMcCord, his fu st wife, for her share store
rooni at present occupied by
of his estate, the family skeleton of t!ie Zcok's
Pharmacy. Low rent, lor. 5
j
was
who
W.
II.
McCord.
.
.Master's Kingdom.
.1. M. D.
b ase.
Two
j
Past
the
During
also United States marshal for this)
"We are just beginning to learn
j
Years.
territory, is lieini; brought to
how to direct the battle to wisely
WANTED -- A clerk for a
its
nakedness.
in
siartliiiii
all
handle our resources, to make every
store
at once. Must be a good salesj
McCord's first wife and his son, C.
ounce of
man,
English and Spanish and
Chicago, 111., Dec. S. Last evening, dollar of money, and every
speak
J. McCord, testified on the standi
n
energy, count the most. Even in the
have a thorough knowledge of the
at the National Convention of the
t
state much time must
that McCord was never married
League of America, General best organized
J33 I the woman with whom lie lived in dry goods trade. Inquire at this ofreA. Baker made his be given to the training of new
P.
fice.
Superintendent
Wisconsin as his second wife, Sarah
j
biennial address, remarkable in that cruits, or what is more perplexing, to
5 Etta McCord.
of seme who are
it thowed that Prohibition is the friend the restraining
STra. Eena Hare, of Pierce, Fla., tried Cardui and afterward .1
call
themselves
C. .1. McCord testified that he had
to
veterans,
pleased
of Union Labor. Among other things,
who insist upon rushing into battle
WTote : "I was a Bufferer from all eorts of female
searched the marriage license rec- ..J
had
said:Baker
trouble,
Superintendent
with the old fashioned blunderbuss,
ords ot
isconsin, ami nowuere was
pain in my Bide and lees, could not 6leeri. had shortness of breath.
"There is no class that suffers so when only the modern Krag Jargon
he able to find any trace of a
suffered
"I
for
husband
on
insisted
until
years,
my
my trying
much from the drink traffic as do can do execution."
Pain in the head pain anywhere, has Its earr
marriage license having been issued Pain
aruui. ine nrst bottle gave me reuei and now 1 am almost jrelL
is congestion, pain isjtlood pressure nothing
those who perform manual labor, and
a
or
else usually. At least, so says lir. Shoop, and to
marriage performed.
Try Cardui. 'Twill help you.
it he has ensuted a littie pink tablet That
there is no class so much exploited by REDUCTION IN CATTLE
j
McCord was married three times prove
tablet railed Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet-coa- xes
saloon and brewery element as they.
SUPPLY AT KANSAS CITY.
blood pressure away irnm pain renters.
so
he
asserted
during his lifetime,
effect ischanning, pleasing? delightful, (iently.
In every legislative and local option
while living, twice in Wisconsin and It
though saiely, it surely equalizes the blood etrcue
contest brewery intrests begin at Still, Considering the Season, it Was,
once in Arizona. His first wife now lation.
If you have a hendnehn. it's Mnnd pressure.
once to work upon the prejudices of
married but
claims that he was
Fairly Good and Prices Have
If it's painful periods with women, same caus.
to induce them to
If you are sleepless, restles9, nervus, it's biood
our
WisconUpward Tendency.
twice, the first time to her in
That surely is a
congestion blood pressure.
pass resolutions and vote against
Mrs. Cora L. S. Conawood, Agus-ti- n choked yards and unloading them at sin aiul the second to Mary Emma certainty, for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
it in M minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
'McCord in Phoenix.
everything that has the appearance of
Kansas City Stock Yards, Dec. 8.- Salcido, Lorenzo Gutierrez, Celes-tin- their own expense.
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't it get red, and
In
restrictive, prohibitionary or local op- Cattle supply last week showed some
first
Maria
the
the
Chas.
Mrs.
Ortiz,
present litigation
Parson,
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It's con- Mc- tion legislation, and too often they reduction from recent weeks, but was ' Parson, X. B. Laughlin, Mrs. L. A.
v. ife seeks
of
will
to
have
the
blood pressure. You'll find it where paia
gestion.
HUSBAND GIVEN ALIMONY
uimmnn s nse.
have succeeded in using that class still fairly good for the season. Range Harvey.
k.oui cet lcidp ana a juiioment. 0iani u walways, it s simpiy
ntn. unii ehwrfuiiv ranusnd
BY
SUPERIOR
COURT
of our citizenship to pull their chest- offerings embraced cattle from
A communication from Flavio Sil-vf
all
of his property in
ing her one-halwas read asking the council
to
nuts out of the fire. They falsely tell over the range country, and ship-- j
Phoenix, which is valued at about $10,- them that temperance advocates are ments this week will be liberal from place a quarterly license on a merry Claims That His Wife Intimidates Ollii Inter slm will make n fiirht for
Him and Does Not Give Him
half of his ranch property here.
trying to destroy their livelihood and those sections also. The market was go round.
Sufficient to Live.
but
The
first
were
last
of
their
there
liberty,
from
week,
amendments
them
take
personal
higher
following
thereby turning them against their was a decline after Tuesday, which made on occupation licenses and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
own best interests and their best applied mostly to fed cattle from na- adopted by unanimous vote.
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. S. Angus Mc- Pecos Forest Reserve.
near-j
Merry go round run by hand per Donald, a farmer on Four Mound
friends. This, however, should not be tive territory, westerns holding
Not Coal Land.
accounted stranse or discouraging. No ly steady during the week. The run month $3.00.
No. 03913.
Prairie, who instituted an action for
BLANKS
west-- j
Merry go round run by steam per absolute divorce
great moral reform in history but has today is 12,000 head, market on
Eliz- Department of the Interior,
his
wife,
against
10
to
fed
erns
although
$15.
to
strong
higher,
month,
been compelled, in the beginning,
U. S. Laud Office, Santa Fe, X. M.
abeth McDonald, whom he married
Printed and for sale by Xew Meximake its way in the face of the op- steers are up to 10 to 15 cents today, j Merry go round run by steam, per nearly 150 years ago, has received an
November 23, 1909.
can
Printing Company, Santa Fe, X.
cows also strong to 10 higher, stockers weak, $".
notice is hereby given that bugemo Mex.
position of the very people it was inorder from Judge J. D. Hinkle, in the
firm.
Colder
weather
last
and
feeders
Also adding thereto after the words
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, X. M
tended to benefit and who should have
Mining Blanks.
few days, together with prospects of "itinerant
tailors" the following Spokane county superior court, for
been its friends from the beginning.
Additional and Amended Location
a moderate run balance of this week, words, "Itinerant merchants $25 per temporary alimony at the rate of $30 stead
entry Serial Xo. 03943, Xo. 8151 Certificate,
"The great labor movement of this has stimulated the market on killing annum
j a month,
$250 for the employment of
sheet.
payable
quarterly."
'
for
the
northeast quarter, (NE
beto
world
is
and
the
counsel
yet
and
for
$30
His
apcountry
expenses.
sheet.
of
Colorado
Publisher,
steers
beef
on
An
amendment
Agreement
license
selling
grades.
section IS, township 14- X., range 11
come a great spiritual and religious at $4.75 to $5.35, cows and heifers automobiles was reducing
sheet.
of
Labor,
Proof
Coun- plication for the appointment of a reby
presented
M.
X.
P. Meridian, has filed notice
movement.
Organized labor is fun- $3.75 to $4.50; canners $3 to $3.35; cilman Baca, Councilman Armijo then ceiver, to take charge of the crops E,
sheet.
Xotice of Mining Location,
ranch in Spokane of intention to make finalto five year
damentally a holy crusade. In many feeders up to $4.90; stockers $3.75 to( moved that the amendment be laid from his
of Mining
Lease
and
Bond
Title
the land
instances it is bunglingly conducted $4.70. Texas and New Mexico cows on the table indefinitely, vote was county, will be heard on December 8. proof, to establish claim
sheet.
above described, before Register and Property,
and sometimes it is at war with its sell around $3.50, and one of the fea-- ; taken and was as follows:
McDonald
his
farm
under
located
the
sheet.
Location,
Placer
Mining
Ayes,
S.
U.
land office, at Santa
Receiver,
best friends, but it is a struggle to- tures last week was the sale Friday Councilman
Ortiz, homestead law in 1ST" and married Fe, X. M., on the 30th day of DecemMoya,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Armijo,
ward light and justice and a square of nine cars of Old Mexico cows here Quintana, Wheelon, 5. Nays, Coun- i his wife' three years later. During the
sheet.
1909.
deal. It seeks to correct a great wrong direct from El Paso at $3.50 straight.1 cilman Baca, 1. The mayor declared last six years, he alleges, she and his ber,
sheet.
Mining Deed.
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
New Mexico canners sell the motion cf Councilman
son have harassed, browbeat and inand it is not strange that it often Texas and
Armijo
sheet.
Lease.
Mining
ct nr.
.3
o or.
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,
i n
blunders in the effort. It is striving l a nrr .
timidated him, besides taking possessadopted.
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
Luis
all
Martinez, Agustin Gonzales,
for a principle of right and righteous- stock steers $3.50 to $4.50; veals up
The council then adjourned to meet ion of the crops and refusing to give
sheet.
Mexico.
Xew
of
Lamy,
reto
to $7.50; heavy calves $4
$5.50. again Monday Dec. 13, 1909, at Mayor him sufficient money to maintain him-se'f- .
ness,, but all the while, as a body,
Coal Declaratory Statement with
MANUEL R. OTERO,
He also complains that they
Affusing to give due' recognition to the Cattle on feed in native territory Sena's office.
of an Attorney,
Power
Register.
source of al! righteousness. The forces around this market are short this
knocked him down with a hammer,
fidavit and Corroborating
with which it grapples are so gigantic season, and prospects favor light re- WILL GIVE LUCKY
threw him upon a hot stove, kicked
sheet.
Affidavit,
Publication.
Notice
for
with
the
winter,
and far reaching that the struggle is ceipts here during
sheet.
to Water,
of
Notice
HOLDERS AN ESTIMATE. him around on the floor and then
Right
0824.
Not Coal Land.)
(Serial
an unequal one without the aid of the strong prices.
him from his home, forbidding
of
ejected
Out
or
Forfeiture
Publishing
Sheep and lambs are coming in modChrist life and the Christ spirit. They
him to return. He declares the was Department of the Interior,
sheet.
to
Notice,
is
Sam
Uncle
Jemez Forest Reserve.
Accommodating
will come to see this are coming to erate numbers, run today 7,000 head,
forced to flee to escape more serious
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
Those Who Drew Prizes in
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
see it now, and wtih a fuller compre- The market advanced 15 to 25 cents
injuries.
Blanks.
Stock
Northwest
1909.
December
7,
Drawings.
hension of it they will turn to the last week, and sales today are higher
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing VenNotice is hereby given that Edward
on lambs today $7.85, best
Carpenter's Son and to His church for again, top
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
dor's
X.
Jemez
of
new
M.,
McCauley
Springs,
today at $6.85,
high
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 8. Official
assistance, without which no cause yearlings
in Books of 25 Blanks,
of
Bill
homeon
Sale,
made
10,
each
1908,
in
records
for
who,
the
winter
August
made
announcement
is
Superinby
can ever succeed finally. We must not price
of 40c per book.
stead entry Xo. 0824 for XW
case.
Some yearlings weighing 110 tendent Witten, who had charge of the
permit the liquor interests of the counMONEY AND METALS.
18 X., Range 3
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
the SE
consid- drawings for Indian reservation lands
sold
$6.55
at
Township
Friday,
pounds
try to capture those, our natural ered a very strong price for animals
sheet.
noRecorded Brand,
M.
X.
S
filed
P.
4
has
Vendor's
Xew
Dec.
E,
Call
Meridian,
York,
money
friends, and turn them against us and of that weight. Wethers are wcrth in eastern Washington, northern Idaho (?i5; Prime mercantile
1 4
of
Sale
to
make
final
;
intention
of
Bill
Delivery,
tice
551-2Range
proof,
paper
that
and western Montana last August,
against themselves as well.
to
to
establish
claim
land
ewes
above
Some
to
fat
Mexican
the
dollars
$5.25.
$5.75,
sheet.
43;
Amalgamated 87;
those who hold numbers for home"We are creating a new band of ipol-iti- up
sheet.
sold here last week at $4 and steads will be aided in selectinz land Atchison 123; Xew York Central 127; described, before Register or ReceivBill of Sale,
and politicians; we are making goats
Drive and
Southern Pacific 129
few shipments of feeding lambs
a
to
Union Pa- er, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Gather,
Authority
furnished
to
be
of
estimates
values
it safe for public, officials to do right; from the range
Re911-4- ;
200
Owner's
cific
M., on January 26, 1910.
arrived and by the
Steel
125
Animals
Handle
territory
pfd.
Bearing
Mr.
department of the interior.
we are magnifying the oath of office; sold at $5.75 to $6.75. Fed stock is by
names
as
Claimant
8.
witnesses
Dec.
Xew
Lead
sheet.
Hugh
York,
corded Brand,
steady
Witten says in a letter to L. G. Monwe are teaching men that public office scant in the
feeding area this season roe, secretary, of the Spokane Cham- 437
copper quiet; standard Murray, Win. Rogers, Linas Shields,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
is a public trust; that there is no polit- and it seems that
A, W. Fedderson,
all of Jemez Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner i
will have to
Jan.
12.900 13.25;
Silver
buyers
12:7513;
of
ber
Commerce, that, although per 51
ical future for the man who abandons go hurgry most of the time this winSprings, X. M.
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
conscience when he enters the public ter, insuring a high range of values, tons holding numbers are at liberty to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
LARD AND RIBS.
sheet.
GRAIN,
PORK,
Brand.
of
Certificate
the
in
lands
examine
the
service; that the laws represent the particularly as there does not. seem inspect and
111., Dec. 8
Wheat
Register.
Chicago,
May
sheet.
Contract.
Sheep
combined average public sentiment of anywhere for consumers to turn to reservations for which their numbers 108; July 98
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
are assigned, not reserved or allotted
the people, which cannot be ignored secure a cheaper meat.
615-8- .
Corn May 61
comNew
The
Mexican
July
sheet.
Prlntnng
Appeal Bond.
to the Indians, this will not be neces
without peril to the one who does it.
"Oats May 431-2- ; July 41.
civil and criminal
has
sheet.
pany
prepared
Criminal,
Bond,
Appeal
sary before they ipresent their filings,
Our movement is doing more to usher REGULAR MEETING OF
20.70.
Pork Jan. 21.42
dockets
May
use
for
of
the
sheet.
especially
jus
Bond,
Appearance
in the new patriotism than any other
THE CITY COUNCIL. as they may with reasonable safety be
Lard Jan. 12.40; May 11.571-2- .
tices of the peace. They are especialAppearance Bond on Continuance,
guided by the estimates of the three
one agency aside from the church
Ribs Jan. 11.371-2- ;
10.80.
with printed headings, in (J.
May
ly ruled,
sheet.
P.),
itself."
WOOL MARKET.
Regular meeting of the City Coun- commissioners, who have ' classified
either Spanish or English, made of
of
Bond
(District
Appearance,
"It is difficult to measure the work cil called to order by Mayor Sena, and appraised the land. Secretary
St. Louis, Dec. S. Wool unchanged good record paper, strongly and dur-- rmn.n , 2
sheet.
of the past two years. How much of there being present Councilmen Ar- Monroe soys that more than 75 per territory and western mediums 24
ably bound, with leather back and
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
hope inspired, courage kindled and mijo, Baca, Moya, Ortiz, Quintana, cent of those who secured numbers 29; fine mediums 21(25; fine 1220. covers and canvas sides, hall fuK
sheet.
the
Peace,
to
Bond
Keep
conviction established, none can tell. and Wheelon. The minutes of the for homesteads of 160 acres each at
LIVESTOCK.
index in front and the fees of justices
sheet.
Criminal
The concrete results of two years of previous meeting were affirmed.
the drawings last summer will make
Chicago, Dec. 8. Cattle Receipts of the peace and constables printed j Complaint,
Com
and
Detainer,
Forcible
Entry
secare
this Holy Crusade may be estimated
motion
Some
of
homesteads
Councilman
the
of
22,000.
Baca,
Market steady. Beeves $4
fil'ngs.
By
in full on the first page. The pages
sheet.
with reasonable correctness: That onded by Councilman Armijo, the city worth from $8,000 to $10,000 for their 9.25; Texas steers $3.80(54.90; west- are 10
inches'. These books are plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumern steers $4.237.50; stockers and made up in eivi' and criminal dockets,
during the year 1908, more than elev- marshal was authorized to arrange timber alone.
sheet.
were
voted out headquarters for policemen.
en thousand saloons
feeders $3.15 5.30; cows and heifers separate of 32 pages each, or with mons,
sheet.
A special levy was made for
Bond,
of existence, and through restrictive
the SWITCHMEN'S STRIKE
Replevin
calves
$7(a9.50.
$2.505.70;
both civil and criminal bound in one
Forcible Entry and Demeasures and better law enforcement construction of sidewalks upon the
Execution
30,000.
Market
Hogs
Receipts
80
320
civul
and
WILL CAUSE SUFFERING.
pages
book,
pages
sheet.
more than four thousand more were property of the following persons:
mixed criminal. To introduce them they are tainer,
steady.
Light $7.9508.50;
sheet.
Writ,
Replevin
$7.858.35;
heavy
rough
$8.058.55;
offered
at
the
in
Low
following prices
Fuel and Food Running
Many
4
sheet.
Affidavit,
choice
to
Replevin
good
$8.058.25;
$2.TC
heavy Civil or Criminal
of the Inland Towns of the
Complaint,
Peace
Proceedings,
bulk
4.00
.
$8.258,55;
pigs
.
and
Civil
Combined
Criminal
$fj.557.80;
Great Northwest.
soles $8.308.50.
For 45 cents additional for a single sheet.
sheet.
25,000. Market docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Warrant,
Receipts
Sheep
Spokane,. Wash.. Dec. 8. Wholesale 25 to 30 higher. Xative $3.255.50; combination
Commitment,' 4 sheet.
sent
will
be
docket,
they
merchants In Spokane report to the western $5.505.60; yearlings $6
sheet
Attachment Affidavit,
mail or prepaid express. Cash in
local Chamber of Commerce that many f.40; lambs $5.508.30; western $5.50 by
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
full must accompany
order. State
of the towns in the Inland Empire will 08.25.
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet.
plainly whether English or Spanish
suffer for food and fuel supplies if the
Kansas City, Mo Dec. 8. Cattle-Rece- ipts, printed heading is wanted.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
switchmen's strike on the Hill lines
13,000, includins 400 southsheet.
continues till the middle of the month, erns; market, steady to strong. Xasheet.
The New Mexican can uo printing
Execution,
Some of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
are adding also that stocks in Spokane will tive
steers
sheet.
southern
to
in
of
$4.758.50;
done
the
Summons,
that
any
equal
large
passed under the gentle, kindly light of the evebe depleted before that time. Heavy steers $3.605.75; southern cows $2.75 cities. Our
sheet.
of
every
solicitor,
piece
Subpoena,
,
ning lamp.
shipments in transit for the holiday
4.75; native cows and heifers $2.50 work we turn out. Try our stock once
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
trade were causht when the strike or6.50; stockers and feeders $2.30
sheet
and you will certainly come again. We
Complaint,
Capias
an added charm makes reading and sewing easy.
der was given and cannot be deliver- 5.20; bulls $3.004.25; calves $3.75
2
sheet.
out
have
for
Search
all
the
Warrant,
facilities
turning
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewed. ; Call boys and office men have 8.00; western steers $3.756.00; westSchool Blanks.
every class of work, including one of
been pressed Into service in the Spo- ern cows $2.754.50.
ing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
the best binderies in the west.
The Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white light.
kane yards, but little or no headway
sheet.
Teachers'. Certificate,
Hogs
Receipts, 10,000; market,
is being made, while more than 200 steady. Bulk of sales $8.108.35;
It is the least trying of any artificial light. Made
If you want anytnrng on earth tr j
Contract for School Teacher, 12
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
switchmen are idle.
There is no packers and butchers $8.108.40; a New Mexican want "ad."
sheet.
central draught burner.
trouble, nor is there likely to be. The
The Rayo is a
lamp, but you cannot men are keeping away from the yards,
many of them having gone on vacaget a better lamp at any price.
tions into the country. KTs given out
Once a Rayo user, always one
by the local union that its members
at
Not
Pealer
If
Write
for
Yours,
Every
Everywhere.
are'
in excellent condition financially
to
Circular
Neanest
the
of
the
,
Descriptive
Agency
will be able to stand a siege
and
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
without
calling for strike benefits, if
v
(Incorporated)
Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
men report
necessary. Commission
severe losses on ' perishable freight,
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
while others are handling cars in the
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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mero. The election was held in the of- essential that all taking part be pres- HUSBAND'S
DRINKING DRIVES
fice of Justice of the, Peace Riehanlo ent.
WIFE TO SUICIDE.
Alarid.
Train Report The Denver and Rio
Second Coldest Day This Year It Grande is reported four hours late
(Continued From Page Two.)
Roswell Woman Drains Bottle of Carwas ten decrees above, zero at Roswell
and the New Mexico Central on
bolic Acid and Dietl.Two
Four Above at Mesilla Park It was j on Sunday morning.
This was the time. The Santa Fe trains are reHours Afterwards.
four above zero at Mesilla Park yes-- coldest day of the year except a day I port ed as follows: No. 2 to arrive at
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 8. Despondent
'
No.
3
at three-thirttenlay, or one degree colder than at in the spring when the temperature
because of continual
went down to three degrees below stub No. 1 on time; regular No. 1 to husband, Mrs. J. D. lrinking of her
Fe.
Santa
H
Deering of this
arrive at 9:30; No. 7 at 10 o'clock;1 city, drank a
George Cronin is Missing George zero.
large
of carbolic
quantity
9
No.
S
4
Nos.
at
on
j
Died
at
and
Tent City This mcrning
1:20;
time,
Cronin, who is wanted at Albuquerque
acid last night. She died two hours
for passing a check alleged to be no death claimed J. Lee Minetree, who
Tickets Now on Sale Tickets for later.
good, has disappeared from the Duke was a patient suffering with tuber- Princess Bonnie are now being sold,
The husband or the dead woman
culosis at the Sunmount
sanitarium. by members of the Woman's Board ' has little means and the
j
City.
problem of
Ramirez
Orchestra Tonight To- The deceased was a resident of Pet- of Trade who have the sale in charge. ' supporting the family, it is said,
night at the Elks theater Ramirez's ersburg, Virginia, where the remains The Woman's Board of Trade is be reached a crisis when the husband
orchestra will play. A splendid bill will be shipped.
ing allowed a percentage on tickets reached home at four o'clock yesterhas been provided and should not bej Oratorical Contest to Be Interest- sold and intend using the proceeds day afternoon. After a heated quarOn next Friday night a
the for a worthy cause. The tickets can rel with Deary the wife decided to
missed.
j ing
be exchanged at Fischer's drug store end it as far as she Vas
A Year Ago. Today a year ago the High School the fourth annual oraconcerned
weather was pleasant there being 10 torical contest will take place. The
Monday next, without fur- and without warning swallowed
the
to
affair
inbe of greatest
promises
The maximum
ther charse, for reserved seats.
per cent of sunshine.
fiery draught before anyone could
was .n9 and the minimum terest and should arouse more than
Will Install
New Camp F. J. take steps to prevent her.
S temperature
usual public attention.
13 degrees.
Smith, commander of the Albuquerque
Tularosa Ditch Commissioners
Winner of Oratorical Contest Rucamp of the United Spanish War Vet MILLS LEAVES FOR NEW YORK.
pert L. Stewart won the first prize at The ditch election at Tularosa, Otero erans has found it possible to be here
(Continued From Page One)
the oratorical contest held at the New. county, resulted in the election of W. tonight and therefore the new camp
D.
Tipton, J. J. Dale and Eli Knight as of Spanish war veterans, recently or resentative De r
Mexico College of Agricultural and
Armond, of Missouri,
ditch commissioners and E. H. Sim- ganized, will be formally installed
Mechanic xrts.
and of Representative Lassiter, of Virthis evening at eight o'clock in the ginia.
El Paso Team Defeated
The has- - mons as mayor domo.
ket ball team of the Agricultural Col- - j Santa Fe Sued for $20,000 Damages rooms of the Commercial Club.. The
The House adjourned at 1:45
E. J. Hunter, former, freight con- camp will be known as Clay Green' o'clock.
lege at Mesilla Park defeated the La j
memMesa school team or El Paso by a ductor on the Santa Fe, has sued the camp and will have twenty-fiv- e
'
Santa Fe for $20,01)0 damages, which bers.
score of 2G to 5.
FOR SALFj Interest in good irriCommercial Club Gets Busy By gation company. jAddjess A. J. this
Feast Day Today Today the local he alleges resulted from the loss of
Catholic
churches
celebrated the sight on one eye, caused hy an acci- a unanimous vote the members office.
'5
on
railroad.
dent
the
of the Commercial Club decided last
feast of the Immaculate Conception,
Sues Albuquerque Park Commission night to purchase 500 copies of the
a holiday of obligation devoted to the
The New Mexican can ao printing
M. P. Stamm at Albuquerque has special New Year's edition of the New
Blessed Virgin Mary.
equal to that done in any of the large
In Jail a Second Time Three days' brought suit against Berthold Spitz, Mexican which . will be
nublishtd cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
after being released from a thirty, R. W. D. Bryan and S. L. Burton, park January 3 in the interest of the city j work we turn out. Try our stock once
for of Santa Fe. The advantages of such! and you will
days sentence in jail, Andrew Brown commissioners of Albuqureque,
certainly come again. We
was
at Albuquerque yester- $350, alleged to be due on the High- a method of advertising this city were have all the facilities for turning out
commented on by different members i
day on the charge of attempted burg- land Park purchase.
every class ot work, including one of
Candidate for Rhodes Scholarship of the club. The importance of pro-- ! the best binderies in the west.
lary.
On December 15, a special meeting curing statehood and
the
keeping
Will Inspect Nursery Stock Prof.
If you want anytnrng en earth try
Fabian Garcia of the New Mexico Col- of the faculty of the University of capital in Santa Fe' were mentioned a New Mexican want "ad."
as good subjects to be dealt with in
lege of Agricultural and Mechanic Arts New Mexico, will be held at Albuhas been designated to inspect all nur- querque to select a duly qualified can- the special edition. The club appointfor the Rhodes scholarship at ed a committee to get up the data to
sery stock imported into Texas from didate
Oxford University which is worth fill a page of the edition which was
Mexico.
described toJ the club by Brian Boru
$1,500 a year.
Ditch Commissioners
Elected At
Dunne who was given the floor for
or
IrriMr.
Cie
Donahoo
Donahoo
the annual election at Las Cruces, this
twenty minutes or more. Mr. Dunne
is
Company of Albuquerque,
week, M. H. Peterson, Catarino Armljo gation
in the city at the Hotel Modern and stated that a large part of the adand James Queensbury were elected
would like to talk with parties inter- vertising space had already been sold
ditch commissioners and Manuel Loin developing any kind or right and that much enthusiasm had been
ested
pez mayor domo.
of water propositions from one second manifested by many of those he had
Honor for Albuquerque Veteran
foot to the limit of all the underflow called upon for advertisements. He
Joseph Phillips of Albuquerque has in the valley of the Rio Grande river. emphasized the importance of printon the
been appointed an
Cows in Healthy Condition Dr. T. ing as many thousand copies of the
can be afforded in order
edition'
staff of the commander in chief of A. McCarthy, federal
inspector, and
Grand Army of the Republic, Samuel E. E. Van Horn, territorial inspector, to bring the advantages of Santa Fe
as a residential
to the attention '
R. Van Sant of Minnesota.
yesterday examined the cows owned of the people city
this and
throughout
Arrested For Horse Stealing Tom- - by Lupe Herrera of the Coronado
ether
countries.
Marcos
as
Corona
B
and Sefe hotel. The animals were found to be
FOR AN
Martinez,
Convicted a Second "time for Illegal
rino Cornelius, have been lodged in in a healthy state and the stables were
Sale of Liquor For the second time
jail at Roswell for stealing five horses, clean and sanitary.
two years, John Cornetto was con
in
the arrest being made hy Mounted PoNo Rehearsal Tonight There will
in. the district .court at Albuvicted
liceman Fred Higgins.
be no rehearsal tonight of Phincess
for the illegal sale of liquor,
querque
tomorrow
South Side Elects Commissioners
Bonnie, but
night at seven
out a liOn last Monday the district of Santa o'clock sharp all members of the com- this time for failing to take
H. A. HART
for
time
last
the
cense,
selling
liquor
to
are
expected
Fe, lying south of the river, elected pany
report without
P.OPRIET0R.
Mrs.
to
his
This
an
time
Indian.
wife,
fail. The costuming and other details
the following ditch commissioner:
Cornetto was convicted with
Padilla, overseer; Jose Dolores of the play will be discussed and de- Mary
him.
it-- is
cided
therefore
Ro
upon
absolutely
Canuto
Acension
Garcia;
Alarid,
I
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HMD'S

CASH

4

Grocery

Bg

MARKET
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No.

Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

9
G

7

25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDiJY SOAP
"
"
PEARL WHITE
25c
'
"
DIAMOND "C"
25c
Erery one knowns what the Diamond "C" is

POTATOES

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for
100 lbs for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. -

1:30

DO YOU

'

20c

-

WANT TO GET

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

THERE

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER f
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in cur

Right Now?

Bakery.

Phone

S

No

A

T.

P
Anrlroiirc
I 11114 I V II
I

PhfMP Nn 4
I

IIUIIU llUi

i

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
W. H.

I

i

Work and Prompt Service:

Kerr Aart Santa Fe

'

Paooe

PHONE 204

Auto

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
Our Specialty Good

j

122

Red

'

Ca-mi- lo
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Hats For Young Men!
The Young Man who wan's a Hat in

a smart, snappy style can find his ideal

Hat here.

No man who knows the luxury and com
fort of a Bath Robe could be induced to

dispense with it.
There's oceans of comfort in them before and after the Bath, and for lounging as well. We are showing a line of
the best styles, correctly made by a
maker that knows how. There are

Stiff and Soft Hats for College
Hen,That are

Up

MODERATE PRICES.
$1.25

$1.50 $2.50

Jo

$3.50

Many new lends, curves, colorings
and shapes for the winter.

have
them? ;"; ;
on-min- d

I
--

Blanket Robes in Patterns, Turk sh
Robes,

Terry

telling me where you got

jf y

"Of course not. I got them of Salmon
always get my shoes there'
I'd like to Have a pair about like them

mind; telling me
"Of course noir I paid $5.50 fo

them"
Great Scott!
$6,50 at Jeast.

etc.

Cloth Robes

That's a swell looking
pair of Shoes you

to' The Hour.

.

rid-;--

would have guessed
wonder if Salmon can
fit me as well as he has you?
"Certainly he can. He can fit
for he has all sizes and widths.
Everybody likes his Shoes.

$4.50 to $10.00
These Robes are cut long and generous. Just right for Xmas, most every
man, hereabouts, knows that when a
good thing in men's wear is wanted,
this is the store that always has it.
SALMON'S
f

I
I

any-bod- y,

--

The above conversation was heard on the street vesterday.

I
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A

HAN SALM ON
j

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

